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Top Ladies Of Distinction, Inc,
Host Pink And Silver Luncheon To Honor “Women Who Head

by: Lady Selma Robinson-Ayers

delightfully inspiring. In addition to the
honorees, the program highlights includ
ed a special tribute by the Dundu Dole’
Dancers (under the direction of Mrs. Jai
Hinson) whose performance depicted all
the gaiety of drumbeats, dance, and song
surrounding the harvest-time celebrations
of an African village.
Also, smooth
melodious musical lyrics were provided
throughout the luncheon by local vocalist, ,
Eland Wilson. Lady Selma RobinsonAyers served as Mistress of .Ceremony
and extended warm, greetings from the
entire TLOD family, which includes
Ladies, Lords and Top Teens. Lady
Feme Moore conveyed a hearty syelcome
to all in attendance, and Lady DeVonne
Hunter offered the blessin’g as lunch was
served. Remarks and acknowledgements
were given by the Chapter President, ,
Lady Naomi Nesbitt, who also introduced
other distinguished members of the TLOD
family. In the crowd were: Lady Florine
Walker-Crammond; Lady Christine Frazer;
Lady Bettye Griffin; Lady Theresa Goss;
Lady Elizabeth McQuay; Lady Jean
Miller; Lady Alma Singletary; Lady Nell
Stokes; Lady Deloris Taylor; Lord Amers
Ayers; Lord Phillip Faison; Lord Junius
Moore; Lord Jesse Nesbitt; and Lord

ChallengerCorrespondent

Robert Stokes.

Dr. Virginia Irving escorted by Lord Junious Moore

Audrey Lyttle escorted by Lord Amers Ayers

TLOD President, Lady Naomi Nesbitt,
proclaimed the affair a huge gpccess as
CLEARWATER BEACH, - Amidst light showers, shifting winds',
evidenced by the capacity crowd, and
and a canopy of clouds, there was just “no stopping” the Tampa community support from around the Bay
Bay/West Central Florida Chapter of Top Ladies of Distinction, Inc. area. Proceeds will benefit the organiza
as it hosted its first “Pink & Silver” Luncheon at the Marriott Sand tion’s programmatic thrusts, which include
Key Resort.
After months of planning and much anticipation, the scholarship funds for its Top Teens of
Ladies were determined that nothing would “rain on their parade!”. America.
For, albeit the sun hid its face, the Ladies succeeded in capturing its
rays by donning cheerful pink suits with matching hats, embodying
the essence of springtime itself. Top Ladies of Distinction, Inc. is a
national humanitarian and service organization, with over 100 chap
ters located throughout the United States and Jamaica. The local
chapter encompasses the bay areas of Tampa, St. Petersburg, Clear
water, Brandon, Valrico, and Riverview.
In serving youth and adults, Top Ladies of Distinction, Inc.
(TLOD) works collaboratively outside the confines of itself, in recog
nition of others in the community who are likewise humanitarians.
Accordingly, the luncheon was appropriately themed
“Saluting
Women Who Lead,” and six (6) Bay area women were acknowledged
for their outstanding community leadership contributions. The hon
orees were: Mrs. Doretha Edgecomb (not pictured) - Board Mem
ber, School District Hillsborough County; Dr. Virginia Irving Executive Director, Happy Workers Children’s Center; Mrs. Audrey
Lyttle - Registered Nursfe, Patient Services, Morton Plant Mease
Hospital; Mrs. Mary Murph - President, Sickle Cell Disease Associ
ation, St. Petersburg; Mrs. Linda Butler-Murphy - Project Manager,
School District Pinellas County; and Mrs. Janice Lockridge Williams
- Realtor, Keller-Williams Gulf Coast Realty, and Board President A
St. ^Petersburg Boys & Girls Club.
Lady Annette Faison, Luncheon Committee Chairperson, left no
stone unturned in fashioning a program that was both sensational and

Linda Butler-Murphy escorted by Lord Phillip Faison

Janice Loekridge Williams escorted by Lord Amers Ayers

Mary Murph escorted by Lord Jesse Nesbitt’
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Bush’s Turn To Health
Care: Is The President
Ready To Expand The
Public Role?
This time last year,
President Bush was
preaching Social Security
reform; that got nowhere.
This time six. months ago,
his team was thinking tax
reform; it soon got cold
by: Sebastian
feet. Now the new theme
Mallaby
is health reform. “This is
a big priority for the pres
ident,” Al Hubbard, the White House
national economic adviser, told me Friday.
“The system has got to be reformed.”
He’s right, of course. The U.S. econo
my as a whole is extraordinarily efficient:
Since 1995 productivity has grown twice
as fast as in the 1980s and 50 percent faster
than in euro land. But U.S. health care is
the opposite. It’s notoriously inequitable, it
generates tens of thousands of fatal errors
annually, and it’s unbelievably wasteful. It
achieves shorter life expectancy than the
British, French, German, Canadian or
Japanese systems, but it eats up 16 percent
of the resources in the economy, compared
with between 8 and 11 percent in those
other countries. The difference — 6 per
cent or so of economic output — suggests
that the waste in the American system
comes to $700 billion a year. Back before
Bush was elected, Hubbard convened a
private-sector group to Wrestle with this
challenge. He recruited three academics
■— R. Glenn Hubbard of Columbia
University and John F. Cogan and Daniel
P. Kessler of the Hoover Institution —
who continue to influence Hubbard as he
ponders what Bush should say about
health care in the forthcoming State of the
Union address. Conveniently, the trio’s
thoughts are not a secret. Their five fixes
for health care have just been published as
a short book.
Some look at the U.S. health mess and
see a failure of the market, but the authors
insist that government clumsiness prevents
the market from working. Modest tort
reform would free doctors from practicing
expensive defensive medicine. Tougher
antitrust policies would prevent price-rais
ing alliances among hospitals. Pruning
mandates on health insurers — which
often reflect lobbying by doctors’ groups
— might free insurers to cover only the
most cost-effective procedures.
So far, so plausible: Nonpartisan
health experts agree that these ideas push
in the right direction. But they don’t push
to the goal line, nor anywhere near it. By
the authors’ own estimates, the proposals
eliminate only a fraction of the waste in the
American system.
Enter the authors’ really big idea —
the one on which the White House is like
ly to build a story about its grand healthreform vision. To make the health market
work, the trick is to create and then
empower consumers. You create them by
making individuals pay more out of pock
et. And you empower them by forcing hos

pitals and doctors to publish information
on quality and price.
The idea appeals to Al Hubbard, a
bluff, no-nonsense business type with a
genial, uncomplicated style. Hubbard
invited me to imagine a world in which
companies paid for their staffs’ groceries:
Employees would load up with more food
than they needed; supermarkets would
seize the chance to mark up groceries;
pretty soon, they wouldn’t even bother
posting their prices. So it is today with
medicine. You don’t know the cost of your
hospital visit until a few days later, when
the bill arrives.
There’s a weakness in this thinking.
The country has moved far enough already
toward out-of-pocket payments, which
promise hardship for low-income people
without much reduction in waste. Health is
simply too complex for people to make
smart, waste-reducing decisions; when
you go to the hospital with screaming
stomach pains, you have no idea how
many tests you need — and you’re not in
a fit state to embark on comparative shop
ping. A celebrated study by the Rand Corp,
showed that out-of-pocket payments deter
needed health consumption as much as
wasteful consumption, confirming the
point that ordinary people aren’t going to
become savvy health shoppers.
But the White House is right to press
hospitals and doctors for better informa
tion on pripe and quality. Limited statelevel experiments suggest that public rat
ings shame the poorest performers into
rethinking their procedures; doctors want
to help their patients, and if they are con
fronted with evidence that they are failing
to do so they are willing to shake them
selves up. A few health plans have begun
paying bonuses to hospitals and doctors
that score well on quality and price mea- •
sures. A recent study led by Harvard’s
Meredith B. Rosenthal found that these
incentives work.
So the White House is half right. If it
sticks to the good bits of its program, it
could help bring down health care inflation
— which in turn would create more space
for wage gains and would also stem the
growth in the ranks of the uninsured. But
this still raises a nagging question.
Beyond the imperative of restraining
prices, the biggest challenges in health
care are to get insurance to everyone and
to create incentives for preventive treat
ment — even though prevention may pay
off 30 years later, by which time the
patient will have gone through multiple
switches in health plans. The most plausi
ble subsidizer of universal insurance is
government, and the only entity with a
stake in lifelong wellness is the govern
ment. Is the administration ready to see
that?
— Sebastian Mallaby is a columnist
for the Washington Post.

Good Bet On Biloxi
The City Formerly
Known as New Orleans
wasn’t destroyed -■ by
Hurricane Katrina. New
Orleans was on \ the
storm’s weak side, rela
tively speaking, where the
by: Eugene
force of wind and water
Robinsonwas terrible but not apoc
alyptic. The city would
have had only moderate flooding if the
levees had held, and those faulty levees
were designed — poorly designed, it
turned out — by people, not nature.
It was the Mississippi coast that felt
Katrina’s full, unmitigated wrath.
The hurricane’s strongest winds and
art unprecedented wall-of-water surge sim
ply erased a 70-mile stretch of coastline.
The place looks as though a giant toddler
threw a tantrum and ran up and down the

beach demolishing everything in his path.
The surge lifted one giant casino barge,
carried it across a four-lane highway and
smashed it down on top of a historic man
sion. Another casino barge was tossed
across that same highway and came to rest
atop a Holiday Inn. An advertisement on a
well-anchored bench directs you to a
McDonald’s, but when you get there all
you see is a skeleton of bare girders. It’s
like that for mile after mile.
Katrina caused significant dapiage to
two-thirds of all the housing units along
the coast. For scores of miles inland, the
high winds wrecked homes and businesses
and snapped treCs like kindling. Many
Mississippians feel that with all the atten
tion the media have focused on New
Orleans, Mississippi’s suffering has been
overlooked — that, as the regional Sun
Herald newspaper said in an editorial last

month,“the Mississippi Coast has become
invisible and forgotten to most
Americans.”
That may well be true. But also over
looked is that Mississippi, especially this
hard-hit resort town, seems poised to
rebound much more quickly than the
famed Crescent City down the road. It’s
hard to envision a bigger and better New
Orleans five years from now. A bigger,
better Biloxi, however, looks like a pretty
good bet.
The key difference lies in that word
“bet.” The major force in the economy
here is casino gambling, and casino opera
tors have taken the disaster as an opportu
nity to expand. State officials have obliged
by getting rid of the requirement that casi
nos operate on barges rather than dry land.
Biloxi’s mayor told the Sun Herald last
week that the gambling giant Harrah’s
Entertainment plans to spend $1 billion to
build two new casinos in Biloxi. Another
firm has already begun assembling-land on
devastated Point Cadet for a new Golden
Nugget Casino and a Biloxi Boardwalk.
New Orleans faces painful decisions
about whether to rehabilitate tens of thou
sands of buildings that were flooded but
remain structurally intact. In Biloxi,
there’s no need to spend a lot of time
scratching your head over what to do with
a pile of smashed-up boards and bricks^ or
with an empty lot where a building once
stood. You just clear away the debris and
get on with it.
That’s not to minimize the hardships
that residents of this community still face.
Lucille Bennett, a Head Start teacher who
volunteers at a help center for low-income
Biloxians, saw her home. severely dam

aged by Katrina. She finally found hous
ing in a local apartment complex, but the
owners want to evict the tenants to turn the
property into condominiums.
Low- and moderate-income housing
is one important issue that hasn’t been set
tled —- if Biloxi is going to be turned into
a little waterfront Vegas, what will happen
to all the people of modest means? But the
gambling companies will need thousands
of people to work in those shiny new casi
nos, so it’s safe to assume that one way or
another, affordable housing will get built.
What Bennett really wants is a Federal
Emergency Management Agency trailer to
park in her driveway while she rehabili
tates her home, but her trailer hasn’t come
through. She said she calls FEMA and
spends hours on hold before getting to talk
to a human being who has no news for her.
I heard similar stories from other people,
but I also talked with Biloxians who
already have their FEMA trailers and are
busy stripping their homes of moldy drywall and warped floorboards. There is a
sense of progress here, and even amid the
suffering it’s possible to discern a certain
optimism.
Does it hurt that Mississippi’s gover
nor and two senators — Haley Barbour,
Thad Cochran and Trent Lott — are three
of the best-connected Republicans in the
Country? No it doesn’t, and their skills and
Rolodexes will be needed to bring back
the devastated little south Mississippi
towns that aren’t lucky enough to have
casinos.
Biloxi, though, already has some pret
ty good cards to play.
\
— Eugene Robinson is a columnistfor
the Washington Post.

Racism Or Bad Behavior:
Black Students Under Fire
More black students
than ever are getting the
boot from public schools.
Things are so bad that the
NAACP plans to hold
public hearings nationally
on the racial disparities in
by: Earl ,
school discipline. It’s
Ofari
none to soon. In a report
Hutchinson
on school discipline,. the
U.S. Dept. of Education
in 1999 found that while blacks made up
less than twenty percent of the nation’s
public school students they comprised
nearly one out of three students kicked out
of the schools.
■ Five years later nothing had changed.
In a report the Children’s Defense Fund
branded “Educational Apartheid in
America’s Public Schools,” it found that
black students are still expelled and sus
pended in disproportionate numbers to
whites. And that’s not all. A recent study
by the Advancement Project and the
NAACP Legal Defense Fund on school
discipline procedures in Denver, Chicago
and Palm Beach County, Florida found
that black students are getting expelled of
suspended in high numbers, and many of
them also wind up in police stations and
courtrooms after being expelled.
In the past year black students have
gotten dumped from classrooms or hauled
off to jail for using a cell phone, talking in
class, or simply calling names. And those
being Severely punished are getting
younger. The arrest and manhandling by
police of a five year old in Florida earlier
this year ignited a firestorm of protest. The
child’s arrest cast an even harsher glare on
the stiff punishment school officials rou
tinely dish out to black students who
allegedly misbehave.
Many teachers and administrators
expel and suspend more black students
than white students, and school officials
and DAs prosecute them in greater num
bers, because of racial fear and ignorance.
The urban riots and civil disturbances rein
forced white fears that young black males
are eternal menaces to society. When some
young blacks turned to gangs, guns and
drugs and terrorized their communities,
much of the press titillated the public with
endless features on the crime prone, crack
plagued, blood stained streets of the ghet
to.

Also, school principals have near dic
tatorial power. They set the standards of
what is acceptable behavior or not, and
once that’s done and a studertt is deemed a
discipline problem, there isn’t much par
ents can do to reverse a decision to sus
pend or expel. In fact, studies have found
that poor and minority parents are less
likely than white, middle-class parents to
challenge school officials’ decisions to
suspend or expel their children. There are
two other reasons that school officials
grossly overreact to the real or perceived
bad behavior of some black students. The
federal Gun-Free Schools Act, passed in
1994, requires that states order their
schools to boot students out for Weapons
possession in order to qualify for federal
funds. (School officials later expanded the
list of violations for student expulsion to
include fighting and other violent acts.)
School officials zealously enforce gettough policies to prove that they will do
whatever it takes to get rid of disruptive
students. The danger is that school offi
cials that reflexively view young blacks as
violence-prone, menace-to-society thugs
will turn zero-tolerance into a repressive
tool that victimizes black students. ■
The aim of a zero-tolerance school
policy is to send the stem message to stu
dents that violent acts on campus will not
be tolerated. But zero-tolerance policies
that merely dump students into makeshift
alternative schools or out onto the streets
demoralize students and parents, reinforce
tile notion among blacks that school offi
cials impose a racial double-standard- in
punishing blacks and whites and increase
disdain among minorities for public edu
cation.
The Children’s Defense Fund report
noted that the heavy-handed oust of black
students from schools is a major factor in
the grossly high dropout rate of black stu
dents from many inner city schools. That’s
not the worst of it. Many of those students
also are tagged with criminal records, and
those records dog them for life. That’s a
prescription for grinding another genera
tion of young blacks into street, gang and
prison fodder. That will end .when school
officials stop the racial profiling of black
students.
Ofari Hutchinson is a colum
nistfor BlackNews.com.
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MIDTOWN NEWS
Masonic Lodge
Prince Hall’s
113th Fundraising And
Scholarship Banquet
I was guest of the St.
Petersburg
Masonic
Lodge
Prince
Hall
Division (PHD) #109 last
Saturday at the Masonic
Building on Tangerine
(18th) Avenue South, in
St. Petersburg. The occa
sion was the organiza
tion’s 113th Fundraising
and Scholarship Banquet.
Using the theme, “God is
Still Speaking,” the group
invited Dr. M. Yvette
“Ginger” Baber, Ph.D., to
speak. More than 100
well-dressed supporters
attended the affair.
Brother
Tommy
Johnson and Brother
McLander Holmes wel

comed and greeted the
guests, respectively. Thefood was blessed by
Brother Aaron PCelar. The
group dined on chicken,
roast beef, fresh vegeta
bles and iced tea. Cake,
(with blue and white
icing) was our dessert. We
were entertained with
solo performances by
Miss Valerie Hinton.
Bible scriptures were read
by
Brother
Frankie
Harris. Brother Eddie
Pringle introduced the
speaker, Mrs. Heroine
Sonya Simmons served as
mistress of ceremony for
the evening.
Dr. Baber received

her advance degree in
Applied Anthropology
from the University of
South Florida. She also
has degrees in Sociology
and Human Relations
Services. Dr. Baber used
the Kwanzaa Principles
for emphasis while deliv
ering her message.
“In early America, we
used many of the princi
ples that we celebrate
each
year.
In
Kujichagulia,
(Self
Determination) we sur
vived .the trip of the
Middle Passage,” said Dr.
Baber. She spoke about
Ujima, (Collective Work
and
Responsibility).

THE
ART
OF LIVIN'
Norman E. Jones 11
PHOTO BY NORMAN E. JONES II

“When one of the neigh
bors needed help, the
community responded in
kind. We helped each
other.” Dr. Baber is cur
rently the executive direc
tor of the hew Garter G.
Woodson Museum of
History on Ninth Avenue
in the newly renovated
Jordan Park Community
Center.
Scholarship money
raised will go toward the
establishment of two new
awards in the names of
the late Emest Fillyau and

Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
Celebration Briefs

Perry Sheeley.
Awards
will be presented to a
local African American
High School graduate
who plans to attend a his
torical black college or
university. “The cost of
higher education is get
ting out of reach fpr many
of our children,” said J. C.
Sanders,
Worshipful
Master.
The St. Petersburg
Masonic Lodge Prince
Hall Organization is one
of the oldest non-profit
organizations in Pinellas

County. Established in
1893, the group has made
several major contribu
tions in the St. Petersburg
African American com
munity. When the city’s
only Public Library (now
the Mirror Lake Branch)
prevented blacks from
going inside, this lodge
provided space on the sec
ond floor and paid the
utilities for James Weldon
Johnson Library in its
Third Avenue
South
building.

PHOTO BY NORMAN E. JONES H

Jerome Smith with wife Linda.

Black Students, Parents Push For
Mediation To Close Achievement Gap

organizations
working
with students, parents and
SPECIAL TO THE CHALLENGER
by: Blanche Ganey
lawyers has been asking
SPECIAL TO THE CHALLENGER
Black students and the school board to pro
parents seeking a tax- vide documented evi
financed quality educa dence that demonstrates a
Seville Brown, President of the
tion in Pinellas County plan in place to close the
SCLC hosted the 21st annual
public schools have for achievement gap.
Martin Luther King, Jr. Drum
mally requested media
The coalition, Con
Major for Justice Awards Banquet
tion
with
the
school
board
cerned
Organizations for
on Friday, January 13 at the Hilton.
35 years after the filing bf Quality Education for
Deiah Riley, anchor of WFTS
a desegfegatibh lawsuit Black
Students
Television - Channel 28 ABC was
left
them
reasonably
pre
(COQEBS),
includes
mistress of ceremony. Keynote
suming they would get an organizations such as the
speaker was Dr. E.E Cleveland a
education.
St. Petersburg NAACP,
prolific writer and retired educator.
On
January
13,
2006,
the Southern Christian
Mayor Rick Baker noted the
lawyers
for
the
NAACP
Leadership
Conference,
PHOTO COURTESY OFKSU.EDU
impressive number of city leaders
Legal
Defense
Fund
filed
‘I
have
a
dream”
speech.
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. giving his
the
Pinellas
County
and employees who were in atten
the
Notice
of
Alternative
Urban
League,
the
Interdance.
Dispute
Resolution
with
denominational
The National Council of popular teacher and preacher at ly Hattie McDaniels.
school board attorneys Ministerial Alliance, the
The National Council of
Negro Women held a reception Southern
Baptist Theological
of
Saturday night at the beautifully Seminary in Louisville, Kentucky. Negro Women hosted the leader seeking to find out exact National 'Council
ly
what
schdol
officials
Negro
Women
and
the
decorated Royal Theater for Rev. He received Southern’s 1996 ship breakfast at the Coliseum on
Dr. Robert Smith and his wife, Findley B. Edge Award for Monday morning. John Wilson, of are doing to reduce the Pan-Hellenic Council, an
learning and achievement amalgam of fraternity and
channel 13 news was the emcee.
Wanda. Light refreshments were Teaching Excellence.
gap between black and sorority organizations.
The Tampa Organization of The Rev. Dr. Robert Smith spoke
served. The affair was hosted by
Each organization, in
Mary Clowers, chairperson for the Black Affairs had a leadership eloquently about the need for all to white students.
For
several
years
turn,
touches the lives of
MLK breakfast committee. Dr. breakfast reception Sunday evening be involved everyday in the strug
since
August
10,
2000,
thousands of black stu
Smith, of Cincinnati, Ohio, was at the Hyatt in downtown Tampa. gle for justice and equality. His
when
the
federal
court
dents enrolled in Pinellas
topic
was
“Not
a
day
off
but
a
day
keynote speaker for the MLK Jr. The reception was to introduce
ended
the
1971
lawsuit
by
County public schools.
Annual Leadership Breakfast at the board members and chairpersons on.” Mayor Rick Baker presented
declaring
Pinellas
COQEBS, led by cofor the 26th Annual Dr. Martin Dr. Smith with the key to the city.
Coliseum.
Schools
had
reached
chairs Watson Haynes and
Mt.
Zion
Progressive Luther King Jr. Breakfast which Mary Clowers was the chairperson
“Unitary”
status
mean
retired school administra
Missionary Baptist Church invit was held Monday morning. The for this year’s breakfast. Diane
ing
Pinellas
schools
were
tor Vyrle Davis, has been
ed Rev. Dr. Robert Smith as guest theme for this year’s breakfast was Speights, president of the local
no
longer
separate
and
meeting regularly with
pastor for the Sunday morning 8 am “Passing the Torch to the Next chapter of the National Council of
unequal,
but
one
system
school district officials,
service. Dr. Smith is associate pro Generation.” The meeting was Negro Women, expressed gratitude
educating
and
treating
including
Superintendent
fessor at Beeson Divinity School at also an opportunity for the post and appreciation to everyone who
black
and
white
students
Clayton
Wilcox,
in an
Samford
University
in master to unveil the new commem worked so hard to make the break
equitably
a
coalition
of
effort to learn exactly
Birmingham, Alabama. He was a orative stamp for 2006, of the love fast a success.
what the school system is
doing to close the gap.
TIRED OF PUTTING YOUR LIFE
Haynes, Davis and
their coalition members
ON HOLD EACH MONTH?
have expressed frustration
over the school board’s
Do You Experience Heavy Menstrual Bleed
failure to produce evi
On 2 To 5 Days Of Your Regular Menstrual
Period?
dence of what is being
done to provide an effec
Does Heavy Menstrual Bleeding Keep You From
Learn about volunteer
Your Normal Social And Work Activities?
tive quality education for
opportunities for adults 30+
If you answered yes to these questions,
black students.
and how you can make a
yon may qualify for a research study of an '
difference in the life of a child.
“It would appear that
investigational drug for heavy menstrual bleeding.
since
2000, the Board has
This investigational drag is not a hormone.
• Be a mentor
placed its priority on its
♦ No experience necessary
You mus|:
111b
• Be a generally healthy woman between the
plans for implementation
* A couple of hours a week
ages of18 and 49
of facilities and resources,
• On-going training
• Have regular menstrual cycles with heavy
* Social activities
transportation, and stu
bleeding
dent assignment (the
• Not have any' other bleeding disorder
For additional information,
Choice Plan),” said the
If you qualify you will receive study drug and
call Betty at (727) 538-7460,
coalition in a letter last
study related procedures including physical
ext 3013,
exams, electrocardiograms, eye exams and
March to school board
laboratory tests at no cost. You will also receive
chairperson
Nancy
‘Give a little love to a child and you get a great deal back” -John Ruskin
compensation for your time and travel.
Bostock, “There is little
evidence that any atten
tion has been given to the
Call Mon-Fri for more information
pwsl
&wr« sW Cm
remaining
four areas,
serving Pinellas County since 1980
CMdrfci'S Semites
727.343.4706
which are central to a hds6010 Park Boulevard, Pinellas Park, FL
itive learning environby: Roger K. Clendening

Bring a surge of joy into your life.

Laugh with a child!

Adopt -A- Grandchild

www.radiantresearch .com

Rev. J.C. Sanders with wife Rosalind.

PHOTO BY NORMAN E. JONES II

Vyrle Davis (left) and Watson Haynes are the co-chair
men of the Concerned Organizations for Quality
Education for Black Students (COQEBS).

ment for black students,”
the letter said, citing
extra-curricular activities,
administrative and faculty
assignments, and' quality
education.
“It has been well doc
umented and clearly
shown
by student
achievement data that lit
tle or no progress has
been made in narrowing
the achievement gap
between black and non
black
students,”
the
Coalition said.
One school board
report from 2005, entitled
TeachPinellas,, acknowl
edges, for example, a
“significant achievement
gap” of 35 percent in
reading between white
and African-American
students.
The achievement gap
has existed since the law
suit to beat back segregat
ed schools was filed in
1971 by the late Judge
James B. Sanderlin, then
the Legal Defense Fund
attorney representing the
class of black students
and their parents dissatis
fied with the product they
were paying millions of
dollars in property taxes
to the school board to pro
vide.
The solution was
mandatory busing of stu
dents to desegregate the
schools, with the expecta
tions that black students
sitting in the same class
rooms with white children
would receive the same
quality education and
would achieve at compai rable rates.
Trenia Cox, president

of the St. Petersburg
NAACP, asserts that
Pinellas \ schools have
“gone wrong” by focus
ing on black and white
students sitting next to
each Other in desegregat
ed classrooms without
tax-supported
school
administrators looking at
and effectively carrying
on “the business of educa
tion - achievement.”
Six years of waiting
for the school board to
demonstrate progress in
closing the achievement
gap has left the coalition
with no alternatives,
according to Haynes and
Davis.
Unless both sides can
come to an agreement, the
school board , faces the
possibility of being in
court on two fronts:
• The mediation, if unsuc
cessful, will prompt one
side or the other to return
to federal court for an
assessment of Unitary sta
tus and whether black stu
dents are getting an equi
table quality education
comparable to white stu
dents.
• A class-action lawsuit,
filed by a black student
and his parent on behalf
of all black students and
parents attending Pinellas
public schools, is pending
in Pinellas-Pasco Circuit
Court. It alleges that the
Pinellas school district, 35
years after the 1971 law
suit was filed, is violating
the Florida constitution
by failing to close the
acknowledged achieve
ment gap.
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Grant Funding Available To
Faith-Based Organizations
For Health Initiatives
ST. PETERSBURG - The Pinellas County Health
Department’s “Steps to a Healthier Pinellas” is seeking
innovative, creative, and motivated health-related pro
jects for funding. If you represent a Faith Based
Organization located in Pinellas Park, St. Petersburg,
Gulfport or Kenneth City and have a health initiative
that needs funding in order to make it happen, you are
encouraged to apply. A total of $15,000 will be award
ed.
Applications are available through January 30,
2006 at the Pinellas County Health Department locat
ed at 205 Dr. MLK St. N., St. Petersburg. Application
forms may also be downloaded from www.plnellaswellness.com, or call (727) 824-6900, ext. 11314 for

more information or to have one mailed to you. All
applications must be postmarked or returned to the
health department no later than Tuesday, January 30,
2006 at 5 p.m.
A Technical Assistance Workshop will he provided
to assist with any questions or concerns on the applica
tion process. This workshop will be held on Thursday, .
January 19, 2006 from 6 p.m. - 7 p.m. at the Pinellas
County Health Department located at 205 Dr. MLK St.
N. in St. Petersburg. Please call Trevella Sparks at 8246900, ext. 11314 to RSVP your attendance.
All awardees will be notified by mail by February
17, 2006.

Help Available For Parents
Looking For Low Cost
Health Insurance For Children
ST. PETERSBURG - Four sites in Pinellas County
now offer help to enroll children in Florida Healthy
Kids, a state health insurance program for children
ages 5-18. The sites also have funds to pay the first
month premium fee for low-income families who may
be eligible for subsidized coverage at a cost of $15-$20
per month for all eligible children in the family. “In the
past, payment of the first month premium fee has been
a barrier to enrollment for many low-income families,”
said Elizabeth Rugg, executive director of the agency
coordinating enrollment site efforts. “Thanks to the

generosity of Pinellas County Government, we can
make that initial premium payment for parents so their
children can see a doctor when they need to.”
For further information or to learn how your child
can be enrolled in Florida Healthy Kids, please call or
visit a designated Healthy Kids enrollment site in your
area. Sites are located at: Sanderlin Family Service
Center (727-321-9444), Lealman Family Center (727528-7891), Pinellas County Health Department (727542-4925), and Citizens Alliance for Progress.(727934-5881).

St. Petersburg’s
Midtown Directory

Upcoming Events in
St. Petersburg

The City of St. Petersburg is
proud to support economic
development in Midtown

IrAMPA BAY JOB FAIR

employment needs ♦ 892-5202

Business Assistance Center
33 Sixth St. S.,Suite 301 • 893-7146

Coliseum • 535 4th Ave. N. • Dinner 7 p.m. •

•

•

Hfeerf & Seed Program

Small/Disadvantage
Business Enterprise Program

•

Service Corp of Retired Executives (SCORE)

•

USE Smail Business Development Center

•

Tampa Bay Black Business
investment Corporation

•

Midtown Business Corridors Program

•

Training, workshops, evening classes

•

One-on-one Small Business Counseling

City of St. Petersburg
Action Center * 893-7111 • www.stpete.org
Community Resource Centers
■ Bartlett Park Community Resource Center
642 22nd St. S. * 826-9774

1786 22nd Ave. S. • 895-6562

Dwight H. Jones Neighborhood Center
1035 Burlington Ave. N. * 893-7324

Balt 8:30 to 11 p.m. • $25 includes dessert,
dancing and presentations • $150 includes
dinner • Ticket order form available at

www.jlstp.com or call 822-1999
Jan. 21
SATURDAY MORNING MARKET
Central Ave. from 1st to 2nd St.»9 a.m. to
2 p.m. ♦ www.saturdaymomingmarket.com
or 455-4921

Jan. 21
The Florida Orchestra Masterworks
RESPIGHI S PIRES OF ROME
Pasadena Community Church • 227
70th St. S. • 7:30 p.m. • Roberto Minczuk,
conductor • Tickets $15.50 to $50.50 •
800-662-7286

Jan. 21
3RD AHHUAL PSYCHIC FAIR
The Pier • 800 2nd Ave. N.E. • Noon to

Enoch Davis Multi-Service Center
111118th Ave. S. • 893-7134

by: Norman E. Jones II

•

Social Services

•

Senior Services

•

Educational Classes

•

Computer Lab

•

Tax Services

•

Function Rooms/Rentais

Fire Stations
After hearing the works of seven talented high
school students, the judges named Pariseia Collins the
winner of the 25th Annual Martin Luther King Essay
Contest at the Enoch Davis Community Center last
Thursday.
Cassandra Williams, Auditor, City of St.
Petersburg, and treasurer of Alpha Kappa Alpha’s
AKAdemy welcomed 150 event attendees. “Is the
Dream Beyond Our Reach” was the theme of this
year’s Martin Luther King Essay Contest. Contestants
were judged on content of message and stage presence.
Collins did not have to travel very far to get the infor
mation for her winning essay. She simply talked to
several members of her immediate family about Dr.
King and his dream.
,
Collins’ mother has doubts about King’s dream
becoming a reality. Her grandmother, who was active
in the civil rights movement of the 1960s disagrees.
“The dream is (still) reachable, but it will be a long
time coming.” She also told her granddaughter that
people of both races are disappointed with the justice
system. Collins agrees with her grandmother.
“It will take a long time for the bigotry of the
world to go away,” she said in her winning work.
Collins, an eleventh grade student at St. Petersburg
High School, and one of seven finalists in the citywide contest, received a $500 U.S. Savings Bond as
first prize winner. Gibbs High students Sakira Hadley
(senior) and Keltie Brehmer (freshman) were second
and third prize winners and received Bonds of $400
and $300 respectively.
Tsenrae Thon, Kyle Abentroth, Kori Lawie and
Brittney Miller received $100 each for participating in
the event. Valerie Williams, Gibbs High 19^8, present
ed the contest winners with the prizes.
Manitia Moultrie Associate Partner of Golder
Associates, Inc. and Program Director, Alpha Kappa
Alpha’s AKAdemy served as mistress of ceremony.
Judges included Kay C. Latimore, St. Petersburg
Education Policy Assistant for the Office of Mayor,
Keith George, Detention Supervisor, Pinellas County
Sheriff’s Office and Michael Mims, Educator, Pinellas
Park Middle School.
The Martin Luther King Essay Contest was co
sponsored by The St. Petersburg Martin Luther King
Jr. Commemorative Committee and Gibbs High Class
of 1968.

Meet local employers who have immediate

Jan. 20
MAYORAL INAUGURAL BALL

■ Tangerine Community Resource Center

MLK Essay
Winner:
Parieseia
Collins

Coliseum • 535 4th Ave. N. • 9 a.m. to 4 pm|

■ Downtown (Master Station) • 455 Eighth St. S.
■ Palmetto Park • 3101 Fifth Ave. S.

Jan. 22
MUSIC FEST ON THE WATER
The Pier • 800 2nd Ave. N.E. * 1 to 4 p.m. *
Live music in the courtyard * Free *
821-6443

Jan. 26 to 28
FESTIVAL OF STATES MUSIC FEST
Gibbs High School • 7 to 9 p.m. • Choral
groups and concert bands from

PHOTO BY NORMAN E. JONES II

Pariseia Collins, first place winner.

5 p.m. • 821-6443

Jamestown Townhouses & Ants.
1035 Burlington Ave. N. • 893-7324

Elementary, Middle, and High School
levels will perform • $5 admission for
adults, $3 for students • 588-6055

Libraries
■ Johnson Branch Library
105918th Ave, S, • 893-7113
■ South Branch Library
2300 Roy Hanna Drive S. * 893-7244

Midtown Economic Development Office
Goliath J. Davis, III, PhD • 893-7539

Police Department
1300 First Ave. N. • 893-7600

Jan. 27 to 29
TAMPA BAY BOAT EXPO
Tropicana Field • One Tropicana Dr. *
941-751-1858 or 825-3137

Jan. 28
SATURDAY MOHHIMG MARKET
Central Ave. from 1st to 2nd St. • 9 a.m. to
2 p.m. • www.saturdaymorningmarkei.com
or 455-4921

Pools
■ Childs Park • 1227 43rd St. S.
■ E. H. McLin (Campbell Park) • 6Q214th St. S.
■ Jennie Hall (Wildwood Park) • 1025 26th St. S.

Jan. 28
BEST OF THE BIG BARDS WITH
CHARLY RAYMOHO
Coliseum • 535 4th Ave. N. • 7 p.m. • Tickets

PHOTO BY NORMAN E. JONES I

Sakira Hadley, second place winner.

Recreation Centers

$12 advance, $14 at the door ♦ 892-5202

■ Campbell Park • 60114th St. S.
■ Childs Park • 4301 13th Ave. S,

Jan. 29
MUSIC FEST OH THE WATER

■ Frank Pierce • 2000 7th St. S.
The Pier • 800 2nd Ave. N.E. • 1 to 4 p.m.
■ Wildwood *1000 28th St. S.

Tropicana Field • Home of the “Rays"!

Live music in the courtyard • Free ♦
821-6443

One Tropicana Dr. • 825-3137

Twin Brooks Coif Course
3800 22nd Ave. S. ♦ 893-7445

Jan. 29
yjETHAMESE NEW YEAR CELEBRATION
Coliseum • 535 4th Ave. N. ♦ 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Admission $6 adults, free for children

Utility Accounts Payment Centers

under 10 • Free parking • 892-5202

■ Downtown • 325 Central Ave.
■ Enoch Davis Center * 111118th Ave . S.
■ PTEC • 3420 8th Ave, S.

Jan. 30
EBONY FASHION FAIR
Coliseum • 535 4th Ave. N. • 8 to 10 p.m.
$30 admission • 866-8049 or 864-8841

PHOTO BY NORMAN E. JONES II

Keltie Brehmer, third place winner.
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Duke Ellington’s
“Sophisticated
Ladies” A Must
See!
As long as the
Westcoast Black Theater
Troupe (WBTT) continues
to produce plays and
musicals, this correspon
dent will continue to
attend each and every pro
duction. On last Friday
evening, it was another
short jaunt to, Sarasota’s
Booker High School of
Performing Arts, where
my favorite friend and I
watched as the WBTT pre
sented another great pro
duction.
It seems as
though, Nate Jacobs,
WBTT’s Founder and
Artistic Director is main
taining his stride in bring
ing nothing but the best in
theater to the Tampa Bay
area; specifically, WBTT’s ■
home - base city of
Sarasota.
One might think, the
WBTT would take a
breather from producing
such an intricate show as
‘Sophisticated Ladies’,
since it was just a month
ago that the Troupe pro
duced ‘Black Nativity,’
and the month before, it
was the great and very
entertaining production of
‘Woman from the Town.’
Whoa! Brother Jacobs,
we fans of yours don’t
want to lose you to that
terrible thing called “over
worked.” Nevertheless,
over the two - years that
I’ve gotten to know Nate
Jacobs, and others in the
Company, such as Eva
Slane,
Publicity
&
Marketing Director, and
actors Jnana Wilson,
Teresa Stanley, Dean
Wilson, and Leon Pitts,
I’ve yet to notice any
decline in their energies or
enthusiasm. As I’ve said
many times before in my
reviews of past WBTT

productions, we here in
the Tampa Bay area, espe
cially in Sarasota, are
blessed to have such a tal
ented and dedicated group
of individuals voluntarily
engage us in the cultural
arts.
The musical ‘Sophis
ticated Ladies,’ as present
ed by WBTT was as
Director Jacobs stated, “a
proud celebration of the
music of Edward Kennedy
“Duke” Ellington.” For
those of us, who are not
aware of Duke Ellington’s
tremendous contributions
jo the world of music, I
shall share with you a
brief personal history.
Bom in Washington, D.C.
in 1899, The Duke came
into the limelight in New
York during the late
1920’s and early 1930’s..
His
career
included
receiving some of this
country’s most coveted
musical awards and hon
ors, such as the Presidents’
Gold Medal on behalf of
President Lyndon Johnson
in 1966.
In 1969,
President Richard Nixon
presented The Duke with
the Presidential Medal of
Freedom. More than a
dozen Grammy Awards
were won by The Duke,
and in Washington, D.C.,
the
Smithsonian
In
stitution produced a trav
eling exhibition, “Beyond
Category: The Musical
Genius of Duke Ellington”
which explored the life
and work of this innova
tive composer, bandleader
and pianist.
Lunt - Fontanne
Theater goers were the
first
to
experience
‘Sophisticated Ladies,’ on
Broadway in 1981. This
initial production that ran

Could a combination of
medications give you
better control of your
triglyceride .levels?
Radiant Research is
conducting n clinical

(V-\

ivncarch study testing
an investigational
combination therapj for
lowering high

■triglyceride levels.
Qualilied participants

may be compensated
up to $180 for their time
and travel.
Call Mon-Fri for more information

727.343.4706

FJ/NOlXlMT

6010 Park Boulevard,
Pinellas Park, FL

www.radiantresearch.com

a total of 767 perfor
mances won two Tony
Awards and was nominat
ed for six others, The late
and great stage and screen
actor, and dancer Gregory
Hines starred, along with
the late popular and beau
tiful recording star PhyllisHyman, who won the
1981
Theater World
Award as best actress for
her role.
Other fairly
known performers in the ‘
production included Judith
Jamison,
Mercedes
Ellington (The Duke’s
granddaughter),
and
Mercer Ellington (The
Duke’s son). This musical
tribute to The Duke has
continued to entertain and
fascinate audiences thro
ughout the world.
WBTT’s production
of ‘Sophisticated Ladies’
was presented through
special arrangements with
The
Rodgers
&
Hammerstein
Theatre
Library, New York City. It
is a musical revue in Two
Acts based on the music of
Duke Ellington. Special
recognition is given to
Harry Bryce for WBTT’s
production concept. Cre
dit is also extended for
Choreography,. Costume
Design, Lighting Design,
Musical Design, Scenic
Design
and
Stage
Manager
to
Donald
Frison, Cassandra Mockosher, Ken Weigers, David
Nelson, Dan Yerman, and
Mydra McKinnon, respec
tively.
The musical itself is a
legacy of The Duke pre
sented in a grand recre
ation of Duke Ellington’s
big band sound featuring
all of his most famous
tunes from the infamous
‘Speak Easy’ era of the
Cotton Club up and until
his death. Most popular of
The Duke’s tunes includ
ed, “It Don’t Mean a
Thing If It Ain’t Got That
Swing”, “Take the ‘A’
Train”, “Satin Doll”, “Do
Nothing ‘Til You Hear
From Me”, “Solitude”,
“Perdido”, . ' “Mood
Indigo”, “I’m Beginning
To See The Light”,
“Sophisticated Lady” and,
“I Got It Bad and That
Ain’t Good”. A few of the
highlights of the WBTT
production was Jnana
Wilson and Donald Frison
performing counterpoint

2006 Sungoddess Court

Duke Ellington

singing on “Don’t Get
Around Much Anymore”
and “I Let A Song Go Out
of My Heart”. During the
performance of “It Don’t
Mean A Thing” with
Ywada
Pitts,
Dean
Wilson,
Porter
Lee
Anderson, Leon Pitts II,
Donald
Frison
and
Terrence Timmons, there
was so much body flip
ping, and men doing diffi
cult splits that I was com
pletely exhausted by the
time the tune was over.
That’s one thing you can
always look for in a

career, The Duke went on
to write close to two thou
sand compositions before
his death in 1974. As an
elegant representative of
our culture, he most
deserves to be considered
America’s greatest com
poser, bandleader, and
recording artist to this pre
sent day.

On Monday^ March
13, 2006 at 7:30 PM,
WBTT invites you to
attend “Sweet Songs of
The Soul”, their first annu
al fund-raiser gala at the
Asolo Mertz Theatre in
WBTT production, loads
featuring
of excitement and great Sarasota,
Grammy/Tony
Award
dancing.
singer
and
It’s not fair for me to . winning
give away all of the excit actress, Melba Moore.
ing performances, and I And, to conclude its 2005
must say there were many, - 2006 Season, WBTT
so I’m going to bring the will offer a New Voices
review to it’s conclusion. production of “Nobody:
If you haven’t had the The Bert Williams Story”,
opportunity to get out and a play with music from
see this fantastic produc March 23 - April 2, 2006.
tion, make a point of it For tickets and informa
now, to see it before it tion about these coming
ends its run. It’s guaran events, call: (941) 363 teed that you’ll enjoy the 9300 or visit the website:
incredibly
fascinating www.wbtt.org.
music of The Duke, a
genius for instrumental
combinations, improvisa
Jazz fans - do you
tion and jazz arrange
have
any feedback? I
ments. His musical devel
opment was one of the would like to hear from
most spectacular in the YOU! Mail your letters to
history of modem music, Rick Gee’s Jazz Jamm, c/o
emphasized by more than The Weekly Challenger,
fifty years of sustained 2500 ML King St., S., St.
achievement as an artist Petersburg, FL 33705
and an entertainer. During
his outstanding musical

Welcome Home
Affordable Goodwill Apartments
One and Iwo-bedroom apartments in beautifully maintained buildings
HUD-subsidized rent • Barrier-free for wheelchair access
Experienced, caring Goodwill management
On-site Goodwill Service Coordinators
Freedom Village I
7700 66th St. N., Pinellas Park

St. Petersburg, Fla - The Suncoasters
of St. Petersburg, Inc., producers of the
annual Festival of States celebration,
announces the 2006 Sungoddess Court
for the Progress Energy Festival of
States, to be held on May 5 to 14.
The 2006 Sungoddess Court and
their respective schools are: Andrea
Apple, St. Petersburg College; Lisa
Marie Bridge, Florida State
University; Aston Caceia, University of
Florida; Theresa Ann Casadonte,
University of Georgia; Arianna Hoeppn
er, University of
Miami; Tricia Hornsby, University of
Florida; Katherine Lee, Duke Universi
ty; Colleen Mahaffey, University of
Central Florida; Kathryn McCoun,
University of South Florida; Sommer
Perry, University of Florida; Vanessa
Pineda, Northwestern University; Manda Secord, Flagler College; Cayla
Traviesa, University of Florida and
Cameron Williams, Duke University.
The 14 women are between the ages
of 19 and 21 and were chosen out of 35
candidates by a selection committee of
Suncoasters. They will participate in
Festival activities including the annual
Kids & Kubs softball game on March
18, the Merrill Lynch Illuminated Night
Parade on May 12 and the Syriovus
Bank Festival Coronation Ball on May
5, where the Sungoddess will be

crowned. The Sungoddes will receive a
$3,500 scholarship from Bayfront
Health System and a $1,500 scholarship
from the Downtown St. Petersburg
Rotary Club.
The Sungoddess is an ambassador
for St. Petersburg and the Festival of
Sates at various events throughout the
year. Allyson Tolbert, a student at the
University of Florida, is the reigning
Sungoddess, and Carl Kuttler, Jr. is the
reigning Mr. Sun, '

The Festival Of The States Flags

A Day On, Not A Day Off

By Roger K. Clendening
ST. PETERSBURG - Black people
in St. Petersburg celebrating the life of
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Monday
were challenged by a prominent profes
sor of religion to resume their struggle
or forsake progress, to face pain or there
would be no gain in their continuing
quest for equality and parity in civil
rights.
“We have stopped being servants,
we’d rather be supervisors,” Dr. Robert
Smith Jr. told a standing room only
audience of blacks and whites attending •
the 20th annual MLK Leadership
Awards Breakfast at the St. Petersburg
Coliseum, sponsored by the National
Council of Negro Women’s St, Peters
burg Metropolitan Section.
Unless and until African-Americans
remember Frederick Douglas’ warning
of “no struggle, no progress,”
and Smith’s admonishment that “activi
ty without accomplishment means noth
ing,” the goals of economic parity and
equal rights will go unmet. Smith is an
associate professor of divinity who
teaches Christian preaching at Beeson
Divinity School at Samford University
in Birmingham, AL.
Smith, an ordained Baptist Minister,
quoted liberally from the Bible using
the call and response cadence so famil
iar and energizing to many in atten

dance. He directed his inspirational
challenge to Black folks. Reminding
them that “You come from kings and
queens,” and with much desire and little
or no opportunity during the 1960s,
there was progress.
“Our ancestors - and all of us are
standing on somebody’s shoulders had only desire and little or no opportu
nity,” Smith said.
Today, however, Smith observed,
“the doors are wide open” and Black
people, youth in particular, should just
“walk on through.” .
It is going to take love, commitment
and shared sacrifice, Smith insisted,
imploring Black folks to live the pro
gram’s theme, “Remember! Celebrate!
Act! A day on, not a day off!” as thenown testimony to Dr. King’s 1968
assassination in Memphis while helping
Black sanitation workers organize for
power and control of their political and
economic rights as American citizens.
Remembering Dr. King’s citing of Wil
liam Cullen Bryant’s observation that
“truth crushed to earth shall rise again,”
and noting that throwing stones at pain
and problems is one way to fight, the
teacher insisted that history also shows,
that “love is stronger than hate.”
Unless love is predominant, he
added, quoting Dr. King, “We will live
together as brothers and sisters, or die as
fools.”
Make sure you conduct your
lifestyle so that it reflects the Gospel,
Smith implored. Become, again, a ser
vant rather than a supervisor.
After all, he offered, when judgment
time rolls around, it’s going to be about
“testimonies” rather than “titles” in the
service of God.

c*

Freedom Village II
S. Bridge St, Tampa

5002

(727) 541 -6620

(813) 831 -6988

Freedom Village III
1167 Turner St., Clearwater
(727) 443-6799

Reading instroctioft Is a

teachers trained la
instructional techniques can I

For adults who have disabilities and limited income
Heritage Oaks of Palm Harbor
2361 Alderman Rd., Palm Harbor
(727) 787-0792

strong, independent readers.

The Partnership for Reading is committed

Heritage Oaks of Ocala
2820 S. W. 34th St, Ocala
(362)854-1515

to supplying educators and parents with the
information, materials, and support they need
to ensure that proven instructional approaches
to reading are used in their cfessrooms.

For people 62 and older who have disabilities or limited income

For wore information log on to nifi.gov/partnendripfbrreadiftg.

Income limits apply for housing availability.

Goodwill
Industries-Suncoast, Inc.
WWW.9OOdWrili-SUncoa8t.CMr9
FOR MORE INFORMATION LOG ONTO
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His long record of public

service

Jh education includes:
*

Principal of Gibbs High School

• Principal of Clearwater’s former
Pinellas High School
Dean of Students and Admissions
at GibbsyOunior College
Counselor and College Articulation
Officer at St. Petersburg College
Former member of the Florida
BoaW of Regents
Appointed to the St. Petersburg
College Board of Trustees by
Gov. Jeb

I

Bush in April 2001

St, Petersburg College
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Tampa Bay Area Events
Toastmasters Club 2284 - Every Tuesday

at 6 pm

Saturday Morning Market - Every Saturday

•

Public Speaking Club meets every Tuesday at 6 pm in St. Petersburg at Piccadilly Cafeteria on 34th St & 22nd
Ave. At Toastmasters Club 2284 you will overcome fear of speaking, develop self-esteem, improve leadership
skills & have fun! Gall 320-0107 for more information.

Central Ave. from 1st to 2nd St. 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. European-style open air market featuring fresh produce, pre
pared foods, gourmet baked goods, greenery, handcrafted gifts & housewares, local artists, and live music.
www.saturdaymomingmarket.com<http://www.saturdaymomingmarket.com/> or 727-455-4921.

St. Petersburg Business Assistance Center Training Schedule

Northwest Recreation Center Fearless Friday

The St. Petersburg Business Assistance Center (BAC) offers free business training and counseling sessions to

St. Petersburg, Fla. - Join the Northwest Recreation Center youth every Friday from 7:00 - 10:30 pm at 5801 22nd Ave. N Students grades 2 to 5 to have fun with an array of diverse activities. Active games include: smashball, hockey, soccer, basketball tournaments, arena football and much more. A live DJ plays the latest selective
music for dance contests and dance room games. Special party nights include: crazy sock / inflatable games, a
game room with foosball contests, and an arts and crafts room. Concessions are available. $6 per child. Spon
sored by the City of St. Petersburg Recreation Department. Call 727-893-7751 for more information.

assi§t emerging and existing small businesses with business development. We are located at 33 Sixth St. S, Suite
301 (on the comer of 6th Street & 1st Av. S.). Our Web site at http://www.stpete.org/bac.
Annual Black History Month Essay Contest - Ends Feburary 1,2006

The Pinellas County Urban League’s Black-on-Black Crime Prevention Program is sponsoring its Annual Black
History Month Essay Contest, The contest begins December 1,2005 and ends on February 1,2006. The contest

The Tampa Bay Black Heritage Festival - Jan, 13th thru Jan, 21st

is open to all students attending public, private schools or home schooled in Pinellas County.Contest entries will
be divided into the following divisions: elementary (150-300 words), middle (300-500 words), and high school
(500-750 words) with first,- second and third place winner. Please contact Lendel Bright- Statewide Manager at

For a schedule of events, visit www.tampablackheritage.org or call 888-224-1733 xl43.
Bay

every 1st and

3rd Saturday

Studios, L.L.C. -Youth Casting Call

Youth Production: Bay Area Studios, L.L.C. Announces its first Theatrical Release: A Garden of Truth Spring
2006. Youth Casting Call - Saturday February 4, 2006 12:00p.m. to 3:00p.m. Enoch Davis Center. 1111 18th
Avenue South, St. Petersburg Contact: 518-4081 for more information

727-327-2081, Ext. 225.
Spoken Word Poetry Slam -

area

of every month

The African-American Arts Council Presents Spoken Word Poetry Slam every 1st and 3rd Saturday of every
month at 8:00 pm located at Simply Natural Boutique, 1622 Central Avenue ,St. Petersburg, FL 33712. For
more information, please call (727) 820-0240. This event is FREE.

Zeta Upsilon Omega Chapter Of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority Inc., Sponsors 48th Annual

FREE Computer Classes! - every 1st and 3rd Saturday of every month

Ticket prices for the event are $30.00 in advance $35.00 at the door and include a subscription to Ebony or Jet
Magazines.

New Computer Classes at the James B. Sanderlin Center for both youth and adults.
please feel free to call the Center at (727) 321-9444.

Ebony Fashion Fair January 30, 2006

For further information,

Job Fair Focuses

African American Oral History Project - Starts January 16, 2006

The Dr. Carter G. Woodson African American Museum and Front PorchCDA, Inc. are seeking participants for an African
American oral history project. The two agencies received funding from Front Porch Florida for a one-year intergenerational project to capture memories of St. Petersburg’s African American elders. Youth between the ages of 14-18 are invit
ed to participate in the “Remembering St. Petersburg” project, which will meet 6 hours a week at the museum site (2240
9th Avenue S. in Jordan Park). Elders who have lived in the community for at least 30 years are also invited to contact
us if they are interested in being interviewed. Sign up forms are available at the Enoch Davis Center, the Front Porch
office, the museum office, and at other sites in Midtown. For more information on this project, you can also call Dr. Ginger
Baber at the museum (727) 552-2382 or Lolita Dash at Front Porch (727) 898-6144.

Experienced Professionals

Tampa Bay Performing Arts Center - Soweto Gospel Choir

.

presents

Blessed,

Blue Cross and Blue Shield Concerts at The Center, Wed., Feb. 1, Ferguson Hall, 8 p.m.: $25.50, $35,50,
$45 .50. Gospel music is a significant and joyous part of the South African music scene where churchgoers pre
fer rhythm, movement and soul to the more austere traditions of the West. Soweto Gospel Choir performs in six
of its official 11 languages - a wonderful mix of traditional African Gospel and modem Western spirituals - and
includes thrilling drummers and dancers in the African tradition where song, dance and drums are an integral part
of life.

Tampa Bay Performing Arts Center Topdog/Underdog,

Topdog/Underdog, Jobsite Theater Play Series, Thurs. - Sun., Jan. 26 - Feb. 12, Shimberg Playhouse, Thurs.,
Fri. and Sat. 8 p.m., Sun. 4 p.m.: $16.50, $19.50, $21.50. This darkly comic fable of brotherly love and family
identity is Suzan-Lori Parks’ latest riff on the way we are defined by history. The play tells the story of two
African-American brothers, Lincoln and Booth, whose names were given to them as a joke, foretelling a lifetime
of sibling rivalry and resentment. Haunted by the past, the brothers are forced to confront the shattering reality
of their future. Topdog/Underdog won the 2002 Pulitzer Prize for Drama, making Suzan-Lori Parks the first
African-American women to receive that honor. Age recommendation: 16+ Contains adult language, subject
matter and staged violence.

Office

on

CLEARWATER - WorkNet Pinellas will be sponsoring a joh fair for professionals on Thursday, February 2,
2006 from 1:00 PM to 7:00 PM at Ruth Eckerd Hall in the Margarete Heye Great Room, located at fill
McMullen Booth Road in Clearwater. Over 30 major companies are expected to be in attendance including Smith
& Nephew, Lockheed Martin, Catalina Marketing and Home Shopping Network. For more information and a
complete list of employers please call (727) 324- 2855.

Toast To The Legends - Pinellas County African American History Museum Board

The Pinellas County African American History Museum Board, presents its 2nd Toast to the Legends event, hon
oring Mrs .Della Jackson, Mrs.Chistine Morris and Mr. Samuel Archie, January 21,2006,5:30 PM at
1101 Marshall Street, Clearwater, Florida. Please call (727) 734-8025 or (727) 441-4067 for more information

depot
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An Important Message
for Individuals Affected by
Hurricanes Katrina and Rita...
If yon were displaced by the hurricanes and are still living in a hotel
or motel, it is important to understand that FEMA will end its direct-hilling
program for hotel and motel rooms on February 7,2006, unless you contact
FEMA by January 30.2006.
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For FEMA to continue to pay for your hotel room beyond February' 7,2006,
you must contact FEMA no later than January 30 to receive an
authorization code to provide to your hotel. Any evacuee changing hotels or
cheeking into a hotel between now and January 30 must also have
a FEMA authorization code.

UPGRADES

512MB memory +. $50
HP16I0 An-ln-Onc printer

If .you haven't done so already, register for help from FEMA today!
You can also get help locating housing through FEMA,

‘Price for computer configuration shown. Shipping and handling additional. Shipping times may vary. Orders for configured computers must be
placed at a U.S, Office Depot retail store. Actual product available by delivery only. Price before shipping 8 handling.1
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To register or request authorization for FEMA to continue to pay for your
room beyond February 7, call 1-800-621-FEMA (3362) or for TTY callers,
1-800-462-7585 as'soon as possible, but ho iater. than January 30, and
provide this authorization code to your hotel.
If you were displaced from a low income housing unit funded by the
government, or you were homeless before the storm, the Department of
Housing and Urban Development can help you find housing options.
Call 1-866-373-9509 (TTY 1-800-877-8339). Lines are open 24 horns a day:
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In addition to temporary housing assistance, there are a number of grant
programs that you may be eligible for. You do not need to
complete a loan application with the Small Business Administration
to be considered for FEMA’s temporary housing-assistance
or funds for certain other disaster related needs you may have.
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Disaster recovery .assistance is available without regard to race, color, sex,

(1.800.463.3768) to
locate a store near you

NASCAR® is a registered trademark of The National Association for Stock Car Auto Racing, Inc.
Prices anti otters expire 1/21/06 (unless oltiarafeo noted). Some pretfucts and offers may ba avaifeblc in store only, (iuairtittes limited to in-stock ftems only.
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More than 700,000 families have already been helped with rental assistance
to pay for long-term housing. Join them aiid move on to a better housing option today

religion, national origin, age, disability, or economic status, ifyou or
someone you know has been discriminated against, you should call FEMA
at 800-62F3362 or contact your State Office of Equal Rights.
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STATE NEWS
NASCAR Receives
Diversity Award From
On Wheels, Inc.

Daytona Beach - The
National Association for
Stock Car Auto Racing
(NASCAR) received the
first-ever
"Diversity
Motorsports Award" for
its leadership in diversity
at the 10th-Annual Urban
Wheel Awards.
The
award was presented by
NASCAR
Craftsman
Truck Series driver Bill
Lester and NASCAR
NEXTEL Cup Series
Raybestos Rookie of the
Year Kyle BuSch.
"NASCAR is hon
ored to receive this award
recognizing our advance
ments in diversity," said
Tish Sheets, NASCAR
director of diversity.
"Through our numerous

NASCAR President Mike
Helton (R) gets congratu
lated by NASCAR driver
Bill Lester.

on-track, off-track and
consumer marketing ini
tiatives, we are constantly
striving to increase diver
sity throughout the sport
and introduce NASCAR
to new communities."
"The Urban Wheel
Awards is the perfect plat

Senator Les Miller Responds to Late Recognition of
Needed Funding for Needs-Based Scholarships for
Minorities

form to highlight the
many great things hap
pening at NASCAR," said
Randi Payton, president
and CEO of On Wheels.
"NASCAR has operated
its many diversity initia
tives under the radar
screen."
NASCAR President
Mike Helton accepted the
award.
The Urban Wheel
Awards is the only multi
cultural event held during
press week of the North
American International
Auto Show. The event
recognizes the contribu
tions of minorities in the
auto industry and compa
nies for their progress in
diversity.
Senator Les Miller

TALLAHASSEE - Senate Democratic
Leader Lesley “Les” Miller (D-Tampa)
responded to the governor's belated
recognition that more money is critical
ly needed to fund needs-based scholar
ships for black and other minority stu
dents by saying “it is well overdue.”
For years, Miller, a staunch advo
cate for 'quality education, has been
telling anyone that would to listen to
him that African Americans and other
minority students have been absent
from classrooms that offer rigorous
academic training and courses that
would put them on track for securing
scholarship dollars to attend one of our
major institutions of higher learning.
“Since 1996, I and many of my col
leagues have been repeatedly calling
for a better commitment to this seg
ment of Florida’s student population.
But those calls have gone largely
unheeded,” said Miller.
Miller went on to say “The gover
nor’s “Johnnie-Come-Lately” move
announced today, while appreciated, is
well overdue and falls far short of fill
ing the gap created by neglecting the
problem for the past 7 years. The

$35.8 million he’s proposing to add to
student financial aid is a trinket com
pared to the more than $8 billion he’s
lavished on his tax breaks for the super
rich over the same period,” said Miller.
“Don’t ply us with token dollars when
double-digit tuition hikes are making ft
harder and harder for lower income
kids and their families to afford higher
education,’’
“If, as the governor insists, the
answer to boosting black enrollment at
the university level is to “hit ft on all
cylinders” then he needs to take a clos
er look at his own crankshaft because
his “One Florida” cylinder has been
misfiring since its inception,” said
Miller. “To insist, despite the falling
enrollment numbers of black freshmen
that “we’re doing really well” reminds
me of the president’s praise for the for
mer FEMA director as the people in
New Orleans suffered.” If the gover
nor and other state officials are truly
concerned about boosting the enroll
ment of blacks and other minorities,
Miller is urging them to match the
rhetoric with serious action.

State Wants To Change Name Of Slave Canal; Some Object

Photo By Colin Hackley
Sunlight shimmers on the surface of Slave Canal near
Nutall Rise. Jefferson County slaves dug the Canal by hand
in the 1850s to get cotton to market faster.

By Keven Gegos
NUTALL RISE, (AP)
- A folktale-about slaves
who perhaps died as they
dug an ill-fated canal
through a secluded swamp
has. turned into a debate
over rewriting history that
some say is an example of
good intentions gone
wrong.
The state says the
name of a Jefferson Coun
ty landmark, the Slave
Canal, is a racial slur and
should be changed to the
more genteel "Cotton
Run Canal."
"I find this to be a lit
tle bit too much political
correctness," said Julian
M. Pleasants, professor of
history at the University
of Florida. "Should we go
to Monticello and destroy
all of Thomas Jefferson's

slave quarters?" he asked,
adding that the proposed
name change is " a terrible
precedent."
Terrible or not, it is an
unusual request, "As far
as I know, the use of the
word 'slave' has never
been even proposed by
anyone as offensive," said
Roger Payne, Executive
secretary of the U.S.
Board of Geographic
Names in Washington,
which soon will rule on
Florida's request, submit
ted last year by the Divi
sion
of
Historical
Resources.
Hunters and fisher
men have passed campfire
stories about the mysteri
ous landmark from gener
ation to generation. Even
now, those who know a
thing or two about hard

work in the woods speak
of what must have been a
terrible ordeal, one that
some of the slaves proba
bly paid for with their
lives. In a plain-spoken
way, the folktales honor
the men who labored
among the snakes, bugs
and gators to haul lime
stone boulders from the
muck by calling it the
Slave Canal.
Jefferson
County
Commissioner Gene Hull
is a descendant of slaves
who were brought to the
area before the Civil War,
and he thinks the story of
the Slave Canal is one of
pride.
"I think they should
leave it just as it is," Hull
said of the name. "Slaves
built ft by hand - a lot of
other projects that slaves
built by hand they didn't
get the credit for. This is
something we can use to
enlighten Generation X."
Neither blacks nor whites,
in Jefferson County favor
the proposed change, in
part because none of the
bureaucrats who suggest
ed it asked their opinion.
The name "depicts a
particular time in history,"
said Larry Rivers, profes
sor of history at Florida
A&M University and the
author of "Slavery in
Florida."
"I feel that the name
clearly depicts, and in no
racist way, laborers who
performed the work,"
Rivers said,"To change it
from Slave Canal to Cot
ton Run Canal, you're sort
of trying to erase the his
tory of who built the
canal.
Sen. Steven Geller, DHallandale Beach, wrote
the 2004 legislation that

targeted place names with cotton to the Gulf of Mex
a "racial, ethnic or reli ico more quickly than the
gious slur." Renaming the terrible roads could, but
Slave Canal wasn't men the timing was all wrong.
tioned in the original leg Railroads came to Jeffer
islation, which targeted son County in the 1850s
about a dozen offensive and took over the trans
names, including Negro- portation business, and the
town Marsh in Highlands Civil War came soon
County; and passed the afterward.
The canal is 20 to 30
Legislature unanimously.
Told of the historical feet wide, with almost
context,
Geller
said crystal-clear water that is
" Slave Canal" does not just a foot deep in some
seem to have been used spots. Deer, bear and wild
derogatorily. "I didn't hogs roam the area, and a
want ft to get out of hand. few large Indian mounds
I was very clear that it tell of even earlier resi
only applied to derogatory dents. It's no surprise that
terms," he said.
such a far-off place was
Some of Florida's forgotten by most, but
most
powerful
men what is notable to histori
formed the Aucilla and ans is that enough local
Wacissa Canal and Navi people told the story to
gation Co. in 1831. They cement it in folklore.
included James Gadsden,
"If ft had been known
John Gamble, Robert as the Slave Canal, I think
Gamble, William Nutall that name ought' to be
and Napoleon Achille saved," Pleasants said.
Murat,
Napoleon's *"In this case, I think if
nephew and a former you start trying to change
crown prince of Naples, the name, you undermine
Italy.
the history of the canal."
The Gamble brothers Those who know the area
had come to north Florida shudder at the thought of
from Richmond, Virginia, trying to dig a canal by
with their families and hand.
slaves, and they struggled
It's inconceivable
with frontier life. The digging that. They were
Seminole Wars and eco some working son of a
nomic turmoil hit the guns," said Vince Little,
region during the 1830s who listened to stories
and 1840s, and work on about the Slave Canal as a
the canal apparently did boy and who now works
not start until the Florida for the Jefferson County
Legislature passed a reso road department. Little
lution of support in 1850, thinks some of those who
according
to
author worked in an era when
Janisse Ray, whose essay malaria and yellow fever
on the Slave Canal were still killers must
appears in the anthology have paid a heavy price .
"Between Two Rivers:
Responding to a letter
Stories from the Red Hills the Division of Historical
to the Gulf."
Resources sent in midThe odd venture was 2004 to city, county and
designed for barges to get state agencies in Florida,

the Fish and Wildlife Con
servation
Commission
reported a half-dozen
potentially insensitive
landmark names that may
merit reconsideration and
re-naming." Tate's Hell
Swamp and Bloody Bluff
in Franklin County also
were on the list.
Such
suggestions
make Geller wonder how
anyone strayed so far
from the intent of his leg
islation. "Those are not
racial, religious or ethnic
slurs," Geller said.
On Nov. 15,2004, the
Florida Historical Com
mission voted unanimous
ly to approve the name
change. Rivers, the Flori
da A&M professor, was
not present at that meet
ing, said Fred Gaske,
director of the Division of
Historical Resources.
He said his agency
was doing what the Legis
lature asked ft to do by
passing Geller's bill. In
retrospect, he said, "it
probably wouldn't have
been a bad idea" to tell
Jefferson County officials

about the proposal.
Under a question that
asks whether there was
local opposition to the
name change, Gaske's
office checked "No." The
application also states that
the waterway was called
Cotton Run Canal by
some, but that's news to
people in Jefferson Coun
ty, too.
Dale Boatwright, the
Jefferson clerk of the
court, said he "would bet
you money it (the new
name) didn't come from
anyone in Jefferson Coun
ty." Boatwright's grandfa
ther ran a marina on the
Wacissa River and, like
others, grew up hearing
stories about the Slave
Canal.
Payne, of the U.S.
Board on Geographic
Names, gaid that on issues
such as this, "ostensibly
the local and state author
ities have to agree," The
board will take the locals'
views into consideration,
he said, but a final ruling
on the name change prob
ably will come down to

whether the board mem

bers consider the word
"slave" offensive.
Pleasants, the UF pro
fessor, said the idea of
changing
the
name
reminds him of how Sovi
et bureaucrats used to
doctor history books
"You could take this to
absolutely incomprehensi
ble lengths," he said.
"You try to change what
was. I think it's a very
dangerous idea."
A place name; he said,
is supposed* to "point out
the history of the county _
the good parts and the bad
parts. Why do we have a
Holocaust Museum?"
Boatwright said that
no matter what officials in
Tallahassee or Washing
ton decide about the
name, locals likely still
will call ft the Slave
Canal, just as their par
ents, grandparents and
great-grandparents did.
"It's history, and you can't
change
history,"
Boatwright said,

An Access To The Slave Canal.
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Governor Bush Announces Access And Diversity Initiative

FAMU President Castell Bryant touting the FAMU Student Government Association's efforts
TALLAHASSEE - Governor Jeb Bush and Lt.
Governor Toni Jennings today launched the Access and
Diversity Initiative to provide incentives to traditional
ly underrepresented students seeking an education in
Florida’s state university system. Further highlighting
their commitment, Governor Bush and Lt. Governor
Jennings are recommending $52.4 million in the 20062007 budget to provide additional need-based aid and
the creation of a new scholarship program designed for
students who are the first in their family seeking a col
lege degree. ’
“As Florida continues to close the achievement
gap, it is important that our state’s university system
takes steps to increase accessibility, offering students
the opportunity to pursue their dreams of a higher edu
cation,” said Governor Bush. “These recommenda
tions will provide necessary resources to open the
doors of our higher education facilities to many stu
dents who previously were unable to pursue a college
edqqaffon due to nansial’barriers.” j „, f „,, v, r.' j »‘ I.,<
Florida has seen steady growth in minority enroll
ment in the State University System. Since 1998, His
panic enrollment has grown, by 49.4 percent from
.30,792 to 46,002. African-American enrollment has
increased'nearly 28 percent from 31,413 to 40,141.
“The Florida Board of Governors supports Gover
nor Bush and his initiative to improve diversity in our
11 institutions,’’said Board of Governors member and
Chair of the Access and Diversity Commission Sheila
McDevitt. “Minority enrollment is up in the State
University System. We want to improve on that record
and overcome the drop in out-of-state African-Ameri
can students we saw this fall. Governor Bush’s propos
als will give our state universities some powerful tools
to build on a dedicated commitment to access and
diversity.”
In an effort to boost enrollment. Governor Bush
recently met with members: of Florida A&M Universi
ty’s (FAMU) Student Government Association to dis
cuss ways to improve accessibility to the State’s col
leges and universities. Many of the students’ recom
mendations have been incorporated into the Governor’s
budget proposal.
• “On behalf of the students at Florida A&M Univer
sity, I-commend Governor Bush for his leadership and
commitment to improving diversity and finding inno

vative ways to" help minority students realize their
dream of obtaining a college education,” said FAMU
Student Government Association president Ramon
Alexander. “We are proud our ideas have been
embraced by the state and are excited about the oppor
tunity to reach out to middle and high school students
as we help place them on a path of success.”
Additionally, Governor Bush today signed.Executive Order 06-05 creating the Access and Diversity
Commission. The 17-member commission, set to com
plete their duties on June 30, 2006, will work with the
Florida Board of Governors tp evaluate the issues sur
rounding minority enrollment and advocate for the fol
lowing recommendations:
• NEED-BASED FINANCIAL AID - Governor
Bush will recofnmend a $35.8 million, or 36 per
cent, increase in need-based funding through the
Florida Student Assistance Grants, the largest
increase in the history of the program. These funds
will provide, on average, $1,152 of financial assis
tance to 116,842 students. Governor Bush will
also recommend an additional $1.1 million in fund
ing for need-based financial aid at Florida’s four
Historically Black Colleges and Universities. Total
funding will exceed $12 million. Since 1998-99,
the state has increased need-based aid funding by
180 percent, from $35.3 million in 1998-99 to
$98.9 million in 2005-06.
• FIRST GENERATION MATCHING GRANTS This $6.5 million program will provide a dollarfor-dollar match with private donations to state
universities.; These scholarships will be awarded to'
full-time students who are Florida residents and the
first in their families to attend college and have a
financial need. Modeled after a program created by
University of Florida President Bernie Machen,
this scholarship will lessen the financial burden for
low-income families.
• COLLEGE BOARD PARTNERSHIP - Governor
Bush will recommend an increase in funding for
the state’s partnership with the College Board from
$7.1 million to $1.0.1 million, a 42-percent
increase. The funds will expand services that
enhance student college readiness for traditionally
underrepresented students,. Services include AP,
PS AT and SAT teacher training; college admission

tost preparation; SAT preparation; tutoring pro
grams to help students transition into college and
family information on colleges.
• Stanley Tate Project STARS SCHOLARSHIP Pro
gram - Governor Bush will recommend an increase
in funding for the Project STARS program by $4
million, or 67 percent, for a total of $10 million.
The program provides prepaid scholarships for atrisk, low-income students who remain drug and
crime-free, stay in school and work with a mentor.
These state funds combined with private donations
will provide an additional 2,090 scholarships.
These scholarships pay for tuition at state universi
ties and community colleges.
• College Reach Out Program (CROP) - Governor
Bush will recommend a $1 million increase, for a
total of $4.2 million, in funding for the CROP pro
gram. The funding will expand counseling and tuto
rial services, serving an additional 1,654 individu
als, for a total of 10,200 students. It will also help
expand after-school and Saturday programs, pro
vide transportation to classes for dually enrolled
students and assist in the of purchase computers to
provide access to Florida Virtual School across the
38 CROP postsecondary institutions.
• UNIVERSITY PRESIDENTS ’ FOCUS ON
ACHIEVEMENT
MENTORING
PARTNERSHIP- Governor Bush will create^ new
mentoring program in partnership with Florida’s
university presidents. The Volunteer Florida Foun
dation will team with the Florida Campus Compact
to train mentors to provide academic support to
middle school students across the state. The pro
gram will use the “Focus on College” curriculum
that emphasizes activities reinforcing that higher
education is attainable.
“I commend the Governor for his efforts to increase
the number of minority and underrepresented students
in the state university system. His funding proposals
for need-based’ aidto minority studetfts represents the
largest increase in the history of the program,” said
Senator Al Lawson of Tallahassee. “Need-based fund
ing is absolutely critical to attracting the underrepre
sented to the state colleges and universities in Florida.
I pledge to work hard in the upcoming session to pro
vide the dollars necessary to allow these students to
have a better quality of life through Higher Education

and to share in the American Dream.”
“I am very proud Governor Bush selected me to
work on this important undertaking. This commission
offers us a new avenue in our quest to help minority
students succeed in Florida. I will work to my fullest
ability to contribute to this endeavor,” said State Repre
sentative Anitere Flores of Miami.
The members of the Access and Diversity commis
sion are:
•

Commission Chairperson, Sheila
McDevitt
• Board of Governors Member Ava Parker
• Education Commissioner John Winn
• State Senator Al Lawson
• State Representative Anitere Flores
• Florida A&M University Interim President Castell
Bryant
• University of Florida President Bernie Machen
• Edward Waters College President Oswald P. Bron
son
• Florida International University BOard of Trustees
member Miriam Lopez
• Florida State University financial aid officer Darryl
Marshall
• Florida International University admissions officer
Carmen Brown
• University of Central Florida admissions officer
Gordon Chavis
• Florida A&M University 'student representative
Keneshia Grant
• Florida State University student representative Jussara Madrid
• Executive Director of the Florida Education Fund
Dr. Lawrence Morehouse
• University of Florida Professor David Colburn
• Executive Director of the Florida Campus Compact
Dee Dee Rassmussen
Joining Governor Bush for the announcement were
Senator Al Lawson, Representatives Anitere Flores,
Dennis Baxley, David Mealor, Joe Pickens, Board of
Governors Chair Carolyn Roberts, Board of Governors
member Sheila McDevitt, State University System
Chancellor Mark Rosenberg, members of the Access
and Diversity Commission and Florida A&M students.

Senator Al Lawson speaking about the proposed $358 million increase for need-based aid and scholarships Of
minority students

Representative Anitere Flores speaking about her role as a rtiember of the Access and Diversity
Commission
- .
!

FAMU graduate Kenishia Grant addressing theimportance of the Access and Diversity Initiative
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NATIONAL NEWS
Vice President Adds Stop In Kuwait
To His Mideast Trip Agenda
WAS HINGTON
(AP) - Vice President
Dick Cheney will visit
Kuwait in a show of
respect to Sheik Jaber Al
Ahmed Al Sabah, the
Kuwait emir who died,
Cheney's spokeswoman
said. ,
"He .will represent
the United States and the
president
in
paying
respects to the Kuwaitis
and Emir Saad. The
Kuwaitis are a critical
ally in the global war on.
terrorism," said Lea Anne
McBride,
Cheney's
spokeswoman.
Cheney left Washingriojn on Sunday to makeup
Vice President Dick Cheney
stops that were cut from
his Middle East trip last Sheik Jaber.
Ireland.
month When he rushed
McBride said he will
Sheik
Jaber
was
back to Washington to pay respects to the royal buried Sunday in an
cast a tie-breaking vote in family and meet with the unmarked grave in a cere
the Senate.
late emir's successor, mony attended by thou
After meeting with Sheik Saad Al Abdullah sands of weeping mourn
officials in Egypt and Al Sabah. She spoke to ers.
Saudi Arabia on Tuesday, reporters traveling with
In a statement later
Cheney will fly to Kuwait the vice president during a Monday, President Bush
to mark the passing of refueling stop in Shannon, said he was "saddened to

learn" of the amir's death.
"Sheikh Jabir was a
friend and steadfast and
reliable ally of the United
States," the president's
statement said. "He sup
ported the U.S. service
men and women who
fought to liberate Kuwait
and later Iraq from the
aggression and tyranny of
Saddam Hussein."
Last month Cheney
canceled planned visits to
Egypt and Saudi Arabia to
rush home and cast his
seventh tie-breaking vote
in the Senate on Dec. 21.
Before returning, he visit
ed
Iraq,
Pakistan,
Afghanistan and Oman.
The 51-50 vote passed
legislation to cut federal
deficits by $39.7 billion
over five years. The vice
president, under duties
spelled out in the Consti
tution, also serves as pres
ident of the Senate and
steps in when needed to
break ties.

Queen Latifah Becomes First Hip-Hop
Artist to Get Walk of Fame Star

Gore Raps Bush For NSA Surveillance
Program; Urges Investigation
By: Larry Margasak
two organizations that
WASHINGTON (AP) have expressed concern
- Former Vice President about the policy.
Al Gore called Monday
The former vice pres
for an independent inves ident said Attorney Gen
tigation of President eral Alberto Gonzales
Bush's domestic spying should name a special
program, contending the counsel to investigate the
president "repeatedly and program, citing the attor
insistently" broke the law ney general's "obvious
by eavesdropping on conflict of interest" as a
Americans without court member of the Bush
approval.
Cabinet as well as the
Speaking on Martin nation's top law enforce
Luther King Jr.'s national ment officer.
holiday, the man who lost
Gonzales has agreed
the 2000 presidential to testify publicly at a
election to Bush was Seriate hearing on the pro
interrupted repeatedly by gram. He defended the
applause as he called the surveillance on cable new
anti-terrorism program talk shows Monday night.
"a threat to the very "This program has been
structure of our govern reviewed carefully by
ment."
lawyers at the Depart
Gore charged that the ment of Justice and other
administration
acted agencies," Gonzales said
without
congressional on Fox News Channel's
authority and made a "Hannity & Colmes."
"direct assault" on a spe "We firmly believe that
cial federal court that this program is perfectly
authorizes requests to lawful. The president has
eavesdrop on Americans. the legal, authority to
One judge on the court ' authorize these kinds of
resigned last month, voic programs."
ing concerns about the
On CNN's "Larry
National Security Agen King Live," Gonzales
cy's surveillance of e- said Gore's comments
mails and phone calls.
were inconsistent with
'A spokeswoman for Clinton administration
the Republican National policy.
Committee, Tracey Sch
"It's my understand
mitt, attacked Gore's ing that during the Clin
comments shortly after ton administration there
address.
was activity regarding
"Al Gore's incessant physical searches without
need to insert himself in warrants," Gonzales said.
the headline of the day is
"I can also say it's my
almost as glaring as his understanding that the
lack of understanding of deputy attorney general
the threats facing Ameri testified before Congress
ca," Schmitt said. "While that the president does
the. president works to have the inherent authori
protect Americans from ty under the'Constitution
terrorists,
Democrats to engage in physical
deliver no solutions of searches without a war
their own, only diatribes rant. And so, those would
laden with inaccuracies certainly seem to be
and anger."
inconsistent with what the
Gore's speech was former vice president was
sponsored by the Ameri saying today."
can Constitution Society
Gore, speaking at
for Law and Policy and DAR Constitution Hall,
The Liberty Coalition, said his concerns are

Vice President Al Gore

especially important on
the King holiday because
the slain civil rights lead
er was among thousands
of Americans whose pri
vate
communications
were intercepted by the
U.S. government.
King, as a foremost
civil rights activist in the
1950s arid '60s, had his
telephone conversations
wiretapped by the FBI,
which kept a file on him
and thousands of other
civil rights and anti-Viet
nam war activists.
Gore said there is still
much to learn about the
domestic
surveillance
program, but he already
has drawn a conclusion
about its legality.
"What we do know
about this pervasive wire
tapping virtually compels
the conclusion that the
president of the United
States has been breaking
the law repeatedly and
insistently," the Democrat
maintained.
Bush has pointed to a
congressional resolution
passed after the attacks of
Sept. 11,2001, that autho
rized him to use force in
the fight against terrorism
as allowing him to order
the program.

Gore had a different
view, contending that
Bush failed to convince
Congress to support a
domestic spying program,
so he "secretly assumed
that power anyway, as if
congressional authoriza
tion xyas a useless bother."
He said the spying
program must be consid
ered along with other
administration actions as
a constitutional power
grab by the president.
Gore cited imprisoning
American, citizens with
out charges ; in terrorism

cases, mistreatment of
prisoners _ including tor
ture and seizure of indi
viduals in foreign coun
tries and delivering them
to autocratic regimes
"infamous for the cruelty
of their techniques."
Gore didn't only criti
cize government officials.
Referring to news reports
that private telecommuni
cations companies have
provided the Bush admin
istration with access to
private information on
Americans, Gore said any
company that did so
should immediately end
its complicity in the pro
gram.

Jesse Jackson Dismisses Book's Claim of
Rift with Martin Luther King
Queen Latifah

LOS ANGELES (AP)
Rapper
turned
actress,
' singer,
spokeswoman and pro
ducer Queen Latifah on
Wednesday became the
first
hip-hop
artist
crowned with a star on the
Hollywood Walk of Fame.
"I think the reason I
am here is to inspire
African-American women
who are rappers, full-fig
ured women to know that
they can do it too," Lati
fah, 35,. said at the unveil
ing of the sidewalk's
2,298th star. Family and
friends, including actor
Terrence Howard, cheered
Latifah on.

"Who would have
known that in the '70s,
when a pink 8-pound baby
girl was born, this is
where she would be today.
She came out screaming,
'Look out world, here I
come,"' her mother Rita
Owens said.
Honorary Mayor of
Hollywood Johnny Grant
sent his regards; from
Guantanamo Bay, Cuba,
where he was delayed
after entertaining Ameri
can troops.
Bom Dana Owens, Queen
Latifah debuted in 1989
with seminal hip-hop
album "All Hail the
Queen." Her third album

"Black Reign" earned her
a Grammy award in 1994.
Latifah's leap to television
in 1993 with the sitcom
"Living Single" widened
her appeal. She went on to
star in such films as "Set It
Off," "Bringing Down the
House" and 2005's "Beau
ty Shop," which she also
produced.
But it was the New
Jersey native's, stint as
soulful prison matron
Mama Morton in 2002's
"Chicago" that earned her
a supporting actress Oscar
nomination and brought
her singing acclaim. , /
,, Her latest release "The
Dana Owens Album," a

jazzy collection of blues,
pop and soul classics, gar
nered her a Grammy nod
last year.
Latifah is also a
spokeswoman
for
CoverGirl and its record
label CG Vibes, among
other companies.
She co-chairs the
Lancelot H. Owens Schol
arship Foundation, named
for her older brother who
was killed while riding a.
motorcycle she bought for
him.
Latifah
plays
a
Woman with a terminal ill
ness in the upcoming film
"Last Holiday."

CHICAGO (AP) - The Rev. Jesse Jackson on Mon
day contested the assertion in a new Martin Luther
King Jr. biography that he had a bitter split with the
slain civil rights leader. Speaking to reporters after a
breakfast held by his Rainbow/PUSH Coalition to
commemorate King's birthday, Jackson denied that
King accused him of trying to use the movement to
promote himself. That claim was made in historian
Taylor Branch's book "At Canaan's Edge: America in
the King Years, 1965-68," which was released last
week.
Asked about the passage in question, Jackson said
King and his colleagues argued frequently about strat
egy but always came to a consensus afterward. "We
often had challenging meetings," he said. "And that
was what we did. But in the end We left there together."
In the book, Branch describes King storming out of
a meeting with Jackson and other aides in a "fury" days
before his death. The author quotes King as saying
angrily to Jackson, "If you want to carve out your own
niche in society, go ahead. But for God's sake, leave me
out!"
Jackson said a heated argument did take place a
few days before King's 1968 assassination. But as evi

dence there was no break between them, he distributed
excerpts from the famous "I've Been to the Mountaintop" speech that King delivered in Memphis on the eye
of his death, mentioning Jackson by name..
After urging striking sanitation workers to boycott
several corporations over their hiring policies, King
said in that speech: "As Jesse Jackson has said, up to
now, only the garbage men have been feeling pain.
Now we must redistribute, the pain."
Jackson said on Monday that those comments came
"five minutes after the meeting Branch refers to. And if
what he said is true, this wouldn't be here. That para
graph speaks for itself."
He said he holds Branch in "high regard" but was
never interviewed for the book.
At the breakfast, attended by about 2,000 people,
Jackson called King a "prophet" but said his "I Have a
Dream" speech has yet to be fulfilled for blacks.
"We are free, but not equal," Jackson said "We are
unequal ih life expectancy, unequal in infant mortality,
unequal in access to education."
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RELIGIOUS NEWS
CHURCH EVENTS LISTING
FRIENDSHIP MISSIONARY
BAPTIST CHURCH
“The Lord doesn’t ask about your abilty, only your
availability; and if you prove your dependability,
the Lord-will increase your capability. ”
Praise God from
whom all blessings flow,
for he has certainly
brought each of us
through many trials and
tribulations, dangers seen
and unseen. How can we
not serve such a God?
How can we not make
ourselves available and
allow Him to equip us for
His service. The church
has been called to serve
God by worshiping Him
and proclaiming His
Word.
Our ministry here at
Friendship is a combina
tion of “Serving and
Saving,’’ “Helping and
Healing,” “Inspiring and
Instructing,”
“Praying
and Praising” riot only for
those who believe but to
those who are non-believ
ers as well. We cannot say
that we serve God unless
we minister and care for
those who are lost. We are
excited about the task that
God has given us. Are
you available for Christ?
Come join us this
week as we continue our
theme for the month of
January, “Getting Your
Heart Fixed in 2006”
Prov. 3:1-6.

Allow God to fix
your heart to serve Him
so that You may serve
others unconditionally
and God receives the
Glory.
YOU ARE INVITED
TO VISIT WITH US
THIS WEEK AT “THE
SHIP” :
•Wednesday:
Prayer &
Bible Study, 12 noon;
Prayer & Bible Study, 7
p.m.
•Thursday:
Youth
Enrichment,7 p.m.
•Saturday;
Evangelism
Workshop Orlando, Fla.
(The church van will
leave from Friendship at
6:30 a.m.)
•Sunday; Early Morning
Worship,
7:45
a.m.;
Church School, 9:30
a.m.;
Mid-Morning
Worship
10:45 a.m.
“If anyone speaks, let
him speak as the oracles
of God. If anyone minis
ters, let him dd it as with
the ability which God
supplies; that in all things
God may be glorified
through Jesus Christ, to
whom belong the glory
and the dominion forever
and ever. Amen.” (I. Peter
4:11)

BETHEL A.M.E. CHURCH
“I was glad when they said unto me,let us go into
the house of the Lord, our feet shall stand within
thy gates, O Jerusalem.”
Historic
Bethel
A. M.E. Church located at
912 Third Ave. N„ St.
Petersburg, Fla. under the
pastorage of Rev. Jimmie
B. Keel invite the local
church community and
those seeking a church
home to join us as we
come together to worship
in the name of our Lord
and Savior Jesus Christ.
In commemoration of
the life and teachings of
the late Rev. Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr., Pastor
Keel gave a fiery sermon
during the 10:30 a.m.
morning worship service.
The message was entitled
“From the Promise to
Fulfillment”
extracted
from Exodus
17:5-6
(“...And the Lord said,
unto Moses, Go on before
the people, and take with
thee of the- elders of
Israel; and thy rod,
wherewith thou smotest
tjie river, take in thine
hand, and go...”). From
this'scripture, Pastor Keel
gave the congregation
three points to ponder.
First, as Christians, we
must learn to trust in the
Lord and believe that God
will take care of us since
God’s words are woven in

SMITH
FUNERAL HOME

his character. Secondly,
we must have the ability
to endure, and thirdly, we
must have an abundance
of patience.
Bethel
A.M.E.
Church shares in the mis
sion of the African
Methodist
Episcopal
church in ministering to
the spiritual, intellectual,
physical, emotional, and
environmental needs of
all people by spreading
Christ’s liberating gospel
through word and deed.
In keeping with our mis
sion, the members of
Bethel’s
local
Lay
Organization under the
leadership of Patricia
Wright, President will
host its first “Men of
Vision” program, Sunday,
January 22, 2006 at 7:30
a.m. The planning com
mittee, chaired by Isaac
Newton, has prepared a
dynamic program which
will feature three guest
male speakers, vocalists,
and choirs. The commit
tee and members of
Bethel invite the entire
church community to
attend as we recognize
and celebrate the “Men of
Vision”.
On Sunday, January

+ CALVARY
CATHOUC
CEMETERY
Burial Spaces

SERVING ALL FAITHS SINCE 1987

Traditional - Memorial and
Chapel Services
Cremation
World Wide Shipping
Monuments for All Cemeteries
We arrange Military Honors and
Serve All National Cemeteries
for Veterans
Upholding a tradition of service from our family to yours”
Helping families to honor their loved ones in a truly personal way

727-894-2266 / FAX 821-8728
1534 18th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, FL 33705

$890
Pre-need —
Interest-free .
program
available
11801-U.S. 19 N.
Clearwater, FL

727-572-4355

29, 2006, the historical
fifth Sunday Missionary
Program is being orga
nized by the Hattie Lilly
Unit of the Women’s
Missionary
Society
WMS). The Missionary
Society ask that you plan
now to attend this special
service where they will
pay tribute to the wisdom
of our elders and honor
the strength of our youth.
In
addition
to
Bethel’s planned pro
grams, Bethel offers our
community (he following
and other weekly min
istries:
• Breakfast feeding min
istry Sunday morning

from 8 a.m. - 9 a.m.
• Church School Sunday
morning at 9 a.m.
• Morning worship ser
vice Sunday morning at
10:30 a.m.
• Tutorial & Homework
assistance Monday and

Wednesday

from 5:30 p.m. - 7 p.m.
•Adult

Bible

Study

Tuesday evenings at 7
p.m.
• Music ministry (Adult &
children)
Wednesday
evenings at 6 p.m. and 7
p.m.
• Women’s Missionary
Society
• Youth Church
• Lay Organization
• Fifth Sunday feeding

If you are looking for
a church, home, the
Pastor, officers and mem
bers of Bethel A.M.E.
Church invite you to join
us in our “faith-based”
ministries.
Information on these
and other church min
istries can be obtained by
contacting the Church
Office, Monday - Friday,
10 a.m. - 4 p.m. at (727)
822-2089 or emailing us
at Bethel! 894@knology.net.

evenings

ST. MARK MISSIONARY
BAPTIST CHURCH
The
St.
,Mark
Missionary
Baptist
Church, under the leader
ship of its dynamic, spirit
ed, man of God, the
Reverend Brian Kenneth
Brown, its official staff of
Deacons and Trustees,
and the entire congrega
tion of St. Mark, extends
to the community at large,
its wishes that there
would be an overflowing
of God’s blessings upon
their lives in the New
Year. St. Mark is ground
ed in a Christ-centered
doctrine that has as its
central theme, a belief
that we are a haven of
hope, help, and healing
for a world hungering for
and thirsting after the
enlightened word of God.
At St. Mark, we are
Christians willing to work
and partner in unity,
praising God for His awe
some gift, His son Jesus
Christ. Our prayer for our

community is that you
would join us in fellow
ship as we worship and
praise the true and the liv
ing God.
EVENTS FOR JANUARY
January 25-28: Congress
No. 2: Convening at
Southside
Tabernacle
Baptist Church, CoPastors, Reverend Henry
Payne and Reverend
Richard Jackson.
UPCOMING
EVENTS FOR
FEBRUARY
February 11: Fellowship
for Christian Singles,
sponsored by the St. Mark
Singles Ministry. The
Fellowship will be held at
the Bay Vista Adult
Center located at 7000
4th Street South from 7
p.m. to 10 p.m.
St. Mark offers:
Sunday School for
both children and adults
of all ages. Sunday
School starts each Sunday
morning at 9:30
a.m. All are
invited to come
out and join us.
Baptist
Training
Union - each

Sunday

at

5

p.m. Members

”lt’s all taken care of”
These were the words that
brought calm to me when my
family member passed away.
She had already taken care
of her funeral and burial
expenses three years ago.
We just placed one call to
McRae Funeral Home and
found out that not only was
the funeral paidffor - it was
at prices that were in effect
at the time she made the
arrangements. What a
savings - What a peace of
mind.
So that your funeral is fully funded and won't he a financial burden
on your family, contact McRae Funeral Home today and discuss
how you can guarantee the future price at today's cost.

McRae Funeral Home
1940 Martin Luther King Jr. Street South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33705
(727) 895-6005

and the general
public are invit
ed to come out
and study the
Bible with us
and
learn
“What Baptists
Believe.”
St.

Mark,

Tutoring
Ministry
-

,Free tutoring is
available, for all
school age chil
dren
each
Tuesday,
W e d ne sday,
and Thursday
frorh 4:15 p.m.
to 6 p.m. at St.
Mark under the
direction of sis:
R h o n d a
Jackson
Volunteers are
both
needed
and welcomed.
As paff’OT

our ’ ongoing
ministry,
we

invite the public to join us
in worship and fellowship
during our weekly wor
ship services, which
include:
• Early morning wor
ship (First Sunday Only)

(Each Sunday) at 5 p.m.
Other weekly ser
vices include Children
and
Youth
Ministry
Meetings (Mondays at 6
p.m.); Sunday School
Teachers ’
Meeting

at 7 a.m.

(Tuesdays at 7 p.m.);

• Sunday School at 9:3Q

10:45 a.m.

Senior Hour of Power
Bible Study (Thursdays at
9:30 a.m.) and Prayer
Meeting and Bible Study

• Baptist Training Union

(Thursdays at 7 p.m.).

a,m.
• Morning Worship at

NEW HOPE MISSIONARY
BAPTIST CHURCH
“One body, one spirit, one hope. ”
Pastor Carlos L.
Senior and the New Hope
Family invite you to wor
ship with us whenever
our doors are opened. We
believe firmly that when
praises go up, blessings
come down! Won’t you
join us in giving, God
thanks for the wonderful
things He has done.
Sunday morning begins
with Sunday School at 9
a.m. There are classes
available fpr all ages.
Bring the entire family!
Worship continues at
10:30 with the Voices of
Hope (Youth Choir) ren
dering the music. The
harmonious tunes from
the instruments played by
Michael
MeKenny,
Minister
of
Music,
Vernard
MeKenny,
Accompanist,
Marcus
Childs, Percussionist, and
Corey Givens, Director.
The Bread of Life will be
served, by our Esteemed
Pastor, Reverend Carlos
L. Senior.
Prayer

Meeting,

Bible Study (Midweek

P.U.S.H.) will be held on
Tuesday, Jan. 24 at 7 p.m.
Prayer Band will be
held on Thursday morn
ing at 11 a.m..
UPCOMING EVENTS
New Hope will travel
to Orlando for the Zora
Neale Hurston Festival on
Saturday, Jan. 28, For
further information, call
the church office (727896-5228).
The
Midweek
P.U.S.H. will move to
Wednesday nights begin
ning Feb. 1 at 7 p.m.
New Hope will begin
an
Early
Morning
Service to be held each
First Sunday beginning
Sunday, Feb. 5th. Service
time is 7:45. You are
invited to join us!
At the “HOPE” we
endeavor to:
LOVE the Lord holisti
cally and our neighbors
infinitely...
EDUCATE religiously...
ADVANCE the Gospel
enthusiastically...
FELLOWSHIP
affec
tionately.

MT. ZION PROGRESSIVE
BAPTIST CHURCH
Marriage
and
Families Ministry will
gather on Friday, Jan. 20
at 7 p.m. This month’s
topic’ i$r~“A" Strategy for
Couples to Break Out of
Debt’s Prison,”
Your
marriage does not have to
be in a crisis in order to
participate. Take this
opportunity to share and
be an inspiration to other
couples. Refreshments
will be served.
C.A!R.E. (Choosing
Addiction
Recovery
Efforts) will meet every
Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the
Youth House located at
1022 20th St. S. If you or
someone you know has an
addiction, please contact
Minister Keith Murphy at
321-3440.
YOUTH
PROGRAMS
GED Classes are held
Monday - Thursday 9
a.m. - 11 a.m. in the
Genesis
; building.
Transportation is avail
able.
Contact iKaren
Marshall for more info at
894-4311.
Mt. Zion Human
Services and the Youth
Opportunity Center prd-

vide after school training
and tutoring for youth
ages 14—18. Assistance
with ECAT, .ACT/SAT
prep, is available. Earn
your GED and an oppor
tunity to win a free com
puter.
There is also
Connection to Careers;
Junior Achievement, Job
Shadowing, Workplace
Internship and more for
youth ages 16-18. For
more information please
call the Human Services
office at 894-4311, ext
300.
The All-Stars Pro
gram for males between
ages 11-14 will start a
new class in mid January.
For
enrollment
info
please contact James
Oliver at 894-4311.
All are welcome to
join us. each Sunday for
morning worship at 7:45
a.m.
and
10
a.m.
Wednesday night prayer
begins at 7 p.m. and Bible
Study at 8 p.m.
Need a ride to
church? Call us at 8944311, ext 801 at least one
day in advance.
Visit our web site at:
www.mzprogressive.org.

WHEN LIFE KNOCKS YOU
TO YOUR KNEES, YOU’RE
IN THE PERFECT
POSITION TO PRAY!

»
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Gospel Legend Kicks
New Year Off With
New CD

Patti Labelle And Top
Gospel Artists Kickoff
Super Bowl XL
Weekend In Detroit

Live project with bonus studio tracks
releases January 24, 2006.

A star-studded inspira

WASHINGTON, DC (BlackNews.com) - The woman,
who has influenced hip-hop artists ranging from Faith
Evans and Mariah Carey to Missy Elliott and Kelly
Price, is back on the scene with her first new CD in
almost three years. On January 24, 2006, Karen ClarkSheard, will release her latest project, It’s Not Over
(Word/Curb/Wamer Bros). Her first project on the
Word label, the collection features production work by
gold-selling artist Israel Houghton & Aaron Lindsey,
PAJAM and Sheard’s son, J.Drew. The project is so
fresh and funky that Sheard has already taped an
upcoming episode of the syndicated “Soul Train” TV
series.
The compelling ballad, Favor, is now getting air
play at gospel radio and reminding Sheard’s fans of her
traditional gospel .music roots. As the youngest mem
ber of the legendary Clark Sisters, and daughter of
Gospel pioneer Dr. Mattie Moss Clark, Karen hails
from one of the most popular and defining Gospel
music families of the last three decades. She and her
sisters began recording in 1973 and hit pay dirt when
their conga-themed funk number “You Brought The
Sunshine” peaked at #16 on the Billboard R&B singles
chart in the summer of 1983.
Over the years, the sisters created enduring gospel
favorites such as “My Redeemer Liveth” and “Is My
Living in Vain?” In 1997, Clark-Sheard launched a
solo career with the award-winning project, Finally
Karen on Island/Def Jam that featured a duet with
Clark fan, Faith Evans. An out-of-the gate smash, it
sold nearly half a million copies, garnered four Stellar
Awards and a Grammy nomination. She’s recorded
two further hit CDs - The Heavens Are Telling (2003)

tional evening with NFL
players.

PHOTO COURTESY OF SIMPATICOGRAPHICS.COM

Gospel singer Karen Clark-Sheard’s new CD It’s Not
Over hits stores late January 2006.

and 2nd Chance (2002) for Elektra Records.
Karen’s powerful soprano and multi-textured
vocal runs and riffs have become signatures of her sin
gular vocal style, and her talents have given inspiration
to legions of followers, including mainstream R&B
and pop stars alike. ‘

DETROIT, MI (BlackNews.com) SAM’S CLUB is the proud presen
ter of the the 2006 Super Bowl
Gospel Celebration (SBGC). SBGC
will bring an evening of inspira
tional music, soul-stirring testi
monies from NFL players and sur
prise guests to help kick off Super
Bowl Weekend at the Masonic
Temple on, Friday, February 3 at
7:45 p.m.
The seventh annual Gospel
Celebration will feature award-win
ning, singing sensation Patti
LaBelle who will share the stage
with the hottest artists in gospel
music including Detroit natives and
gospel icons the Winans and Clark
Sisters. In addition Grammy Award
winning duo Mary Mary and New
York’s own Hezekiah Walker and
the Love Fellowship Choir will per-

PHOTO COURTESY OF CHURCHCD.COM

Patti LaBelle will perform at this
year’s Super Bowl Gospel
Celebration in Detroit. The event is
presented by SAM’S CLUB, and
sponsored in part by Motorola,
Burger King and media partners
Ebony Magazine, Comcast, Mix
92.3, Black Gospel Promo, The
Detroit News and Detroit Free
Press.

form. “At SAM’S CLUB, we are
committed to giving back to the
communities we serve,” said Mark
Goodman, executive vice president
Marketing, Membership and E-

Commerce, SAM’S CLUB. “We
appreciate the support of the NFL
and warm hospitality of the city of
Detroit.”
,
“Super
Bowl
Gospel
Celebration is proud to have
SAM’S CLUB as its presenting
sponsor for the first time this year,”
says Melanie Few, concert founder
and manager. “The show promises
to once again be a true highlight of
Super Bowl weekend with inspira
tional music and testimonies.” The
Super Bowl Gospel Celebration
evolved from NFL players suggest
ing an event during Super Bowl
Weekend that highlighted Gospel
music. The event has drawn thou
sands and has proven to be one of
the most attended events during
Super Bowl Weekend. Each year,
the gospel concert features the
industry’s top artists joined by sev
eral current and former NFL play
ers. Players share their testimonies
and inspirational messages with the
audience.

CHURCH EVENTS LISTING
NEW PHILADELPHIA
COMMUNITY CHURCH

tural background for pub
lic exhortation. Members
are reminded to bring
Bibles and be prompt in
worship attendance at
11:30
a.m.
Wisdom
School commences at
10:30 a.m. This week’s
lesson:
Watch Your
Perimeters.
Christian commenda
tions ate conveyed to
church family and friends
who took part in “SoupN-Salad” . festival to

Pulpit Priorities Post-King Era

The challenge to
church leadership in this
post-King era will be sermonic focus on Sunday at
New Philadelphia. Now
that birthday observance
of Dr. King is over, the
faith community must
continue to practice the
truth he preached. A look

at the religio-spiritual
milieu past and present
will be the focus of midmorning proclamation. .
An exegetical and
expositional view from
gospel accounts in life of
Christ and founding of
churches during Pauline
era, will provide scrip-

honor memory of Dr.
King. This celebration
marked fifteen years of
tribute to this Christ-like
American church icon.
Special accolades toj
those who planned, pur
chased, prepared, and5
provided, all that was
needed to make it a mem-j
orable event.

CHURCH DIRECTORY
*
I

955 - 20th Street South

CHURCH

J

St. Petersburg, FL 33712

GOOD
SAMARITAN
BAPTIST

1820 - 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 821-3265 • ;

Phone: 894-4311
www.mzprogressive.org
Sunday School: 9:00 a.m.

Saiqt Johh Primitive Baptist Church
Elder Benjamin Adams, Jr., Senior Pastor
Ghurch address: 1002 Palmetto Street, Clearwater, FL 33755
Mailing address: P.O. Box 1235, Clearwater, FL 33755
. Church Phone: (727) 443-1861 * Fax: (727) 443-0431
Email: sjpbc@tampabay.rr.com
Radio dial: 1340 AM 11:30 am - 1:30 pm
Radio internet: tantalk 1340.com
Early Morning
8:00 am
Church School 9:45 am
Mid-Morning
11:00 am
Mid-week Family Night Bible Study

Scheduled Services:

Reverend Larry R. Williams, Sr.

Worship Service: 8:00 a.m. *10:00 a.m.
Wednesday, Prayer Meeting: 7:00-8:00 p.m.
Wednesday, Bible Study: 8:00-9:00 p.m.
(Adult and Youth)
Are you a

Sabbath Observer?
Looking for
a good church with a Pentecostal atmosphere.
Well, Come to the House of God.

The House of God
Wednesday 7:30 p.m.
BISHOP JOHNNY
WILLIAMS and wife, LADY
CALQUETTA WILLIAMS

Daughters of Zion Women's Ministry Sabbath Every Friday 7:30 p.m.

Bible Study

Mondays - 7:30 RM.
Praise & Worship Joy Night

Sabbath Morning 10:30 a.m.
Sabbath Evening 1:30 p.m.

Sabbath School
Praise & Worship Service

Sunday Available for Service

Church: 813-248-1907

Pastor Johnny L. Williams, Jr.

3403 N. 34th Street

bishopwilliamstampa@hotmail.com

Tampa, FL 33605

Pastor Louis M.
Murphy, Sr.

None
Is
Perfect
But
The
Father!

Sunday School ..................................... .8:00
Worship Service ...................................... 9:00
Wednesday, PrayerMeeting . .6:30-7:00
Wednesday, Bible Study .......... 7:00-8:00

a.m.
a.m.
p.m:
p.m.

Elder Benjamin Adams, Jr.,
Senior Pastor

-

7:00 pm

Theme: “Movers of the Christ Purpose”
Edifying the Church; Evangelizing the Community (Acts 1:4-8)

Greater Gt. Paul
Missionary Baptist Church

Bethel African Methodist Episcopal
Church

532 33rd Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL

Rev. Jimmie B. Keel, pastor

Sunday School

................................................ 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship

11:00 a.m.

Evening Worship .... 6 p.rp.
Baptist Training Union 5 p.m.
Tuesday Night
General Bible Study
Thursday Night Prayer
Meeting & Teachers Meeting

Rev. Clyde Williams

We welcome you at all times.

"We're Busy as Bees - But Sweet As Honey"

912 Third Avenue North, St. Petersburg, FL 33705
Phone:727-822-2089
Church SchoQl

.. .

.................. 9:00 A.M.

New Member Class

....... 9:00 A.M.

Mornirig Worship

. .

. . . . .. .10:30 A.M.

Prayer / Bible Study

.Tuesday 7:00 RM.

Youth Bible Study . .

Thursday 6:00 RM.

First Baptist Institutional Church
Third avenue South
St, Petersburg, FL

3144

Phone: 323-7518
Rev. Wayne G. Thompson, Pastor

OrdainedMissionary
Johnnie Mae Howard
Cad: 727 895-5239

Mount Olive AME Church — Tampa
"The Church With A Vision"
11747 West LaSalle Street Tampa, FL

813-254-5045

Sunday School - 9:30 a.m.

Sunday (Chuch) School........................... ......................... .9:30 a.m.

Morning Worship - 11:00 a.m.

Spirituaffu Connected

Come Worship With
the First Baptist Family

Cafffor Prayers CP
Testimonies

Sunday Worship......................... .................................... ....11:00 a.m.

Lady James C.
Givens Pastor

First Sunday Worship...--------------------7:45 a.m. and 11 a.m.
Wednesday Bible Study.................................. ....................7:00 p.m.
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RELIGIOUS NEWS continued

BETHEL METROPOLITAN BAPTIST CHURCH
3455 - 26th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33711
• Telephone (727) 327-0554 • Fax (727) 327-0240

E-mail: bchurch5@tampabay.rr.com
Sunday Worship Services

8:00 am • 11:00 am

Sunday School

9:30 am

Prayer Meeting (Wednesday)

7:00 pm

Bible Study

7:30 pm

L. R Davis
Memorial Baptist Church

,

Greater Mt. Zion African Methodist
Episcopal Church
919 - 20th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
email: mchurch 1 @tampabay.rr.com
Website: www.greatermtzioname.org

2700 5th Ave. So., St.
Petersburg, Fla.

Rev. Darrel Davis, Sr.

Early Morning Worship ......................... . . . . . .7:30 a.m.
Sunday School ................................. ...................... .9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
............................................... 11:00 a.m.
Monday - Bible Study
............... ...............6:00 p.m.
Wednesday
Vintage Bible Study .. ............. .. . .11:00 a.m. -12 noon
Prayer Service .............................................................6:00 p.m;
Mid-Week Service.............................. . ....... .7:00 p.m.
All Male Bible Study, Thursday ...... . .... .6:30 p.m.

Pastor
........................... 9:30am

Sunday School..............

MorningWorship.......................................... 11:00am

“God’s House In The City”

Rev. Rickey L. Houston

Evening Service....... .............. ...... .................. 6:00pm
Prayer Meeting, Bible Study

Rev. Clarence Williams,
Pastor

Wednesday...........7:30pm

Live Broadcast WRXB (Every Sunday • 8:30 a.m.)Tape Ministry • Bus Ministry

727-327-2009

"The church with a heart in the heart of the city"

fcommumtg (Hijirrdj

iNt'fo

13

Need a tape of a service or transportation- Dial 894-1393

The Reverend Don A. Gaskin, Pastor
P.O. Box 15935 • St. Petersburg, FL 33733

Lakeview Presbyterian Church

Wisdom School 9:50 AM • Morning Worship 10:30 AM
Bible Study Fellowship 6:30 PM (Wed.)

1310 22nd Avenue South - St. Petersburg, FL 33705

The Reverend Aaron V. 'Gaskin ........................................... ..................Associate Pastor
Finance Ministry . ......................................... ....................... ............... .. . . James Robinson
Children & Youth Ministry.............................................................. ............. Joyce Robinson
Clerk Ministry ...........................
. ’. . . . .:. , ....
........ Wyvonnia McGee

- "A Church With Passion for God and Compassion for People"

Pentecostal Tenjple Cljurcl}

I

Stewart-Isom Memorial
Christian
Methodist
Episcopal Church
1820 Walton Street S.
St. Pete, FL 33712
(813) 327-0593

of God ip Christ

(727) 822-0784
Sunday Worship - 10:30am

(Nursery Provided)

Sunday School (Adults and Children) - 9:30am
Sunday Choir - 9:30am
Gospel Choir - Mondays 6pm
Bible Study - Wednesdays 6pm

Rev. Todd and Ceska Sutton

Home of Operation Attack

"Doing justice, loving kindness, and walking humbly with our God."

Rev. A. Anthony Robinson III

2230 - 22nd Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 894-6764 • (727) 550-0388
Elder William E. Anderson, Pastor
Morning Glory
Sunday School
Morning Worship
Community Bible Study
Prayer & Bible Study
Intercessory Prayer

9:00 a.m.
9:30 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
5:45 a.m.

Sunday

Tuesday .
Wednesday
Saturday

church working togetherfor the upbuilding of Qods kingdom”

Sunday School: 9:30 a.m.
MorningWorship: 11:00 a.m.

10th Street Church Of God

Bible Study: Thursday, 7:00 p.m.

207 - 10th Street North • St. Petersburg, FL 33705

Phillipians 3:14 “I press towards the mark for the
prize of the high calling of God in Christ Jesus ”

Friendship

Sunday School......................................................... 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship............... .................................11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Evening Prayer...........................6:30 p.m.
Wednesday Night Bible Study...................... 7:30 p.m.

The church Where what God’s word teaches
is practiced!

Rev. Ronald L. Bell, Pastor

Missionary Baptist

3300 31st Street South

Macedonia Freewill Baptist
Church

(727)898-9407

Ml

ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 906-8300
www.fmbctheship.org

Dr- J°hn A- Evans'

Elder: Tony Smith

1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL

Pastor

900 - 16th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, Florida 33705
Office (727) 895-4900 • Fax (727) 895-4990
Pastor (727) 895-2119

Sunday Morning Service 8:00 a.m. • Sunday Mid-Morning
11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Mite Prayer Meeting, Bible Study 7:00 p.m.

Sunday................7:45 AM and 11 AM Worship
Sunday School.................... ................... 9:30 AM
Wednesday..............Noonday Bible Study and
Bread of Life; 7 PM Prayer and Bible Study
Thursday.................... 7 PM Youth Enrichment
"Serving and Saving," "Helping and Healing,"
"Ifispiring and Instructing," "Praying and Praising.”

Schedule of Services
Church School
..............9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship .......... . .10:45 a.m.
Baptist Training Union ................ 5 p.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Study
Thursday..............9:30 a.m. & 7 p.m.

“One uieekjrom church makes one weak:”

20th Street
Church Of
Christ

Queen Street
Church Of God In Christ •
1732 9th Avenue South

820 20th Street South
St. Pete, FL
Home: 896-8006

St. Petersburg, Florida 33712
(727) 896-4356

Elder A.P. Conage, Pastor
8:00 A.M. - Sunday Service
9:30 A.M. - Sunday School
11:00 A.M. - Morning Service

2550 9th Avenue S. • St. Petersburg, FL
Early MorningWorship.......... ............. ..............................7:00 a.m.
Sunday School............................................ ........................ ..9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship..................... ................... ........ ............ .10:50 a.m.
Baptist Training Union...................................... ............,..4:30 p.m.
Communion........................ ...................... ..7:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
Prayer Meeting & Bible Study
Wednesdays.......................... ........ ............. ................. ....7:30 p.m.

Bro. Robert Smith

Sunday Morning Bible Class ....... 9:00 a.m.

9:00 A.M. - Tuesday Prayer
7:00 P.M. - Wednesday Bible Study

Sunday Morning Worship

......................10:30 a.m.

Ladies Bible Class Monday

• • ................7:00 p.m.

______________

Rev. G. M. Curry

“The Church Where Everybody Is Somebody”

Sunday Evening Worship ............................ 5:00 p.m.
Monday Evening Bible Class .......7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening Bible Class .... .7:00 p.m.

Dominion Worship Ministries
“Come Take Dominion Over Your Life Now”

YPWW First and Third Sunday of
Each Month after Morning Service

Sunday
NEW HOPE MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

2120 - 19th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 896-5228

8am, 10am Morning Worship
1st & 3rd Sunday
5pm Evening Celebration

Monday

The Rock

of Jesus

Missionary Baptist Church

Church School................... 9:15 a.m, -10:00 a.m.
Devotion: 10:00 a.m. — 10:15 a.m.
Praise and Worship: 10:15 a.m. - 10:30 a.m.
Morning Worship Service: 10:30 a.m.
i Bible Study each Tuesday evening at 6:30 p.m.
! Van service is available by calling: (727) 327-0015

Sunday Services:
ChurchSchool

9am

Praise & Worship Service 10:30am

Tuesday Services:
Prayer Service
Bible Study

Noonday Prayer
7pm Hour of Power Prayer

6:30pm

Wednesday
Noonday Prayer
5:30-9:30pm
“Inside the Family”

' . 7pm

Rev. Carlos Senior
Pastor

Thursday
Worship & Performing Arts Ministry

THE ROCK OF JESUS’ NEW LOCATION:

join usaswefoft up the name offesus

3940 - 18th AVENUE SOUTH
St. Petersburg, Florida

Childs Park United Methodist Church)
Telephoned (727) 327-0015 • Fax #: (727) 327-0021
Office Hours: Monday thru Thursday
10:00 a.m. - 3:00p.m.

Monday. Wednesday. Saturday
6am Prayer

Pastor & Lady Doyle P. Scott, Sr.
.
Partners in Ministry

Dominion Worship Ministries
4016 - 12th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33711
727-321-8574 - dwc.tripod.com

(formerly

Rev. Frank W.
Peterman, Jr.

Pastor

ST. JOHN MISSIONARY
BAPTIST CHURCH
3200 Fifth Ave. S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 327-1373

Uev. Norris t. Martin, Sr.
Pastor

Early Morning Worship....................................7:30 a.m.
Sunday School............... ........................................ .......9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship................................
....11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Bible Study & Prayer Meeting..7:00 p.m.
Friday Prayer Meeting:........,...........,.....,.......ll:O0 a.m.
“Raising A Standard For God’s People In God’s Church"

Place your
ad here

Place your ad here
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CLASSIFIED ADS...get results!
Advertising Sales

Is your family stressed due to a family member abusing

Gynecology

Advertising Sales reps needed immediately. Sales experience

Comeand talkaboutwhatyou
think is most important in services

required, must have own transportation. Leads and training

5203 Central Avenue

stance abuse and mental health treatment services for

provided. For immediate consideration email resume to dsi-

St. Petersburg, FL 33710

adults and children. In some cases treatment services

blackpages@gmailjcom or call for more information: 813-

drugs or alcohol? If so, Operation PAR provides sub

are provided at no cost. Services are confidential.

CARE FOR PEOPLE WITH
HIV/AIDS MATTERS!!

George E. Banks, M.D.

FAMILY STRESS

for people living with HIV/AiDS.
SAINT PETERSBURG
Thursday, January 26*

Office:(727) 327-2966
Fax:(727) 321-5514

975-7460

MetroCffirter« 3170 3* Ave, Mi

Prevention services are also available to the public.

TAMPA

For more information,

Most Major Insurance Plans Accepted
• New Patients Welcomed
• Office Hours By Appointment

DSI Black Pages

Contact Gerald Syrkett
wwwxlsiblackpagesjcom

Operation PAR - Self-Sufficiency Project

Thursday, February 2“

&30 to 8:00 p.m.
Spring Oaks» 1500 E Humphrey St

BARTOW

727-893-5438

Wednesday. Fetewv 15*
12:30 toWjWB.
Specialty CareCItnic • 1255 Brice 8M.

OYSTERS & SHRIMP

REED CHIROPRACTIC, P.L.L.C.

The World’s Elite Inspectors

3651 421"* Ave. South, Suite C-104
St. Petersburg, Florida 33711

NACH

I

Home Inspections, Inc.

Eddie Jackson

Call (727) 217-7070 for ,
questions or registration. §

WHAT A PAIR!
COMPLETE WITH CORNPUPPIES,
COLESLAW, CHOICE OF FRIES OR RICE.
S9.99

BENNIE BRINSON
Insurance Agency

National Association of Certified Home Inspectors \ J
Phone (727) 424-6554
2567 Madrid Way So.
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Dr. Kelly M. Reed. Jr.

Your Neighborhood
Insurance Agency
Specializing In
Affordable
Life«Health«Dental»Vision
Disability'Commercial
Liability & Bonds Also

Fax (727) 866-6233
ejackson@fl.nachi.org

Ms. Patricia Williams, L.M.T.

NEW OFFICE LOCATION

MID PENINSULA SEAFOOD

CHIROPRACTIC AND ACUPUNCTURE
HEALTH CARE
MASSAGE THERAPY

AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS, SPORTS INJURIES,
MEDICARE AND MEDICAID
NEUROMUSCULAR & RELAXATION TH ERAPY
Accenting most insurance Ilians ami ALL Major Credit Cards

CALL (727) 864-1882

MARKET i MITMIRANT

ch arIes g
JWTENbERq^

BARbARA HAMRich

Direct

1 545 S. BelchER Rd.
FL 53764
EmaU:

CeII:

(727) 515-8101

Fax.

(727) 867-7949

blhamrich@aol.com

NO Out-Of-Pocket Costs!

ch arIes
pUTENbERqg

1-1 5-22

has employment opportuni■ ties available.
Please call our jobline or visit
our website for'
an up-to-date list of our
openings.
.
Jobline: (727) 821-4819 x8
website: .
1 www.boleycenters.org

for Electric and Power Wheelchairs*
Sales • Service • Rentals

Mott&ty PKxAfcta Gwp.

• Wheel Chairs — Electric and Manual
• Power Chairs • Scooters - Walkers
• Ramps • LifT Chairs

.X ‘itandarif fxeai/ttne*

F LORM3A

Boley Centers for Behav, ioral Health Care

Lirk: (727) 867-7946

Pride

PICK OF THE
WEEK!

i 545 S. Btfcht.it fowl
CteARtVAiER, Ft 55764

47-49-13

727-558-9200

Hours: Mon-Fri 9am-5pm Sat by Appointment

Cell 727-278-6850

KAREy S. JohNSON
■ TReAho®®

Fax

3300 Dr. Martin Luther King Street North
(9th St. North, across from Kashi n’ Karry)

727-867-5660

E-«Aif: kAREyjohNSON@VKRiZON.NET

’Covered by Medicare &

DNA PATERNITY
TESTING

(727) 820-9101

Supplements

CASH 3

704 691

ruy

ReaItor 9

“,7k. UtanJ„rJ./f,xccUencc

CIearwater,

LOt IO

wurnr vur laeAic

Legal or Personal testing available.

Minority Owned

532

321

Challenger Readers.

UnttedNegro
College Fund
"A mind is a terrible thing to waste."*

418 722 676
VOLUNTEERS RAISE SCHOLARSHIP FUNDS FOR LOCAL
STUDENTS

Payment Options available.
Coquina Key - By Owner
3 BR/2BA
Complete update
High & Dry
Asking $195,000
2BR/1BA/Carport
Very Nice
Asking $155,000
Steal It - Cali Now

The Manatee/Sarasota Campaign Committee of the United Negro Col
lege Fund will host a fundraising banquet and silent auction on Thurs
day, February 2, 2006 at the Hyatt Hotel of Sarasota. The reception
will begin at 6:00 p.m. and the program will commence-at 7:00 p.m, A
silent auction will take place during the reception, featuring a wide

DOG DAYS

. Results in three day&<?;
10%'discount for

727-522-3655
or
813-363-6837

ADVERTISE
YOUR
GARAGE
SALE
HERE

1-888-DNA-FACT

S ajo the

Don’t Wait!

array of exciting items.
Guest Speaker: Florida’s Attorney General', the Honorable Charlie
Crist.
Honoring: Lillette Jenkins-Wisner of Sarasota County, an accom

1-8

3-1

6-7

2-4

4-3

7-2

plished concert pianist and Lynette Edwards of Manatee County who
serves on the Manatee County School Board as Assistant Superinten
dent for Curriculum and Instruction.

1446 34th St. S.
SLPetersburg, PL
Across From
Purple Haze Tobacco Shop

UNCF was founded by Dr. Frederick D. Patterson in 1944 and is rec
ognized as the nation’s oldest and most successful minority, higher
education support organization.

727-328-BONE

For more information, contact:
Brenda C. Blalock Belsito (941) 345-6574
Peggy Amos (941) 359-8954

■s

99

99

Car Stereo

J. VC. AM/FM/CD Player*

Reg 179.99

With Remote & 2 Yr Watt 149.99

99
Spending more time worry
ing about your parents?
It’s natural to worry about aging par
ents. And hard to know where to look
for help, or even how to begin. That’s
where we come in. We’re here to help
you find local'resources', support
services, and solutions that work for
your folks—and for you. Call our tollfree number and talk to a real person.
Or visit www.eldercare.gov.

www.eldercare.gov

ELDER
CARE
i acutxnn

i
I

I
;9 9” "Ttofe,
fritWi
Res 179.99

Some £ars Slightly Higher

Dash/Over Head/Head Rest/Games

^Active Arming, Voltage Sensing f

There’s a way for older
Americans and
caregivers to find help.

1-800-677-1116

2 Windows

I

1499^

iw“C"

With Over 17 Years At The Same\

»-CL-

Location You Know We’re Doing'
Something Right!!!!

Mon-Fri 10:30-7:00

Sat10:30-4:00
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THIS WEEK IN BLACK HISTORY
January 22:

January 25:

1822

1851

“From slavery to wealth” is the phrase which best describes the story of Barney
L. Ford who was bom into slavery on this day in 1822 in Stafford Court, Virginia
- the product of a black woman and a plantation owner. He was raised on a plan
tation in South Carolina but with the aid of the. “Underground Railroad” he
escaped and headed west through Chicago (where he met his wife) to the gold
fields of California where he was denied the right to stake a claim because he was
black. After being cheated by a-shady lawyer, he headed to the Denver, Colorado
area and in time built a barbershop, a restaurant and then a fine hotel. He also built
a hotel in the Central American nation of Nicaragua. Despite obstacles and set
backs such as racists bombing his hotel, Ford kept bouncing back and over time
became one of the wealthiest and most influential men in Denver,

The first Black Women’s Rights Convention is held in Akron, Ohio. The keynote speaker was Sojourner Truth.
1966
Constance Baker Motley becomes the first African American woman appointed
to a federal judgeship. She takes the bench in the Southern District of New York;
Motley was a major civil rights hero helping win several important cases during
the 1950’s and 60’s. Among the cases was the landmark Brown v. Board of
Education case which desegregated the nation’s schools. She worked for the
NAACP Legal Defense and Education Fund and helped Dr. Martin Luther King,
Jr. in several of his legal battles.
PHOTO COURTESY OF DENVERGOV.ORG

I.
1
1

After 1860, Barney L. Ford
used his influence to fight for

Sam Cooke is bom in Clarksdale, Mississippi, black rights in Colorado.
He is considered by many “The Father of Soul
Music.” The son of a minister, Cooke began his
career with a Gospel group known as the “Singing Children.” He then became a
member Of the famous “Soul Stirrers.” When he switched to secular music^ he
combined Gospel and the Blues to produce Soul. Among his best known hits were
“You Send Me,” “Everybody Loves the Cha Cha Cha,” and “Twisting the Night
Away.”
PHOTO COURTESY OF EXPOUPDATE.COM

Sam Cooke was shot and
killed as a result of a misun
derstanding involving a
woman at a Los Angeles
motel in 1964.

1948

Two time heavyweight boxing champion George Foreman is bom on this day in
Marshall, Texas.

1980

Black Entertainment Television (BET), the first black owned company listed on
the New York Stock Exchange, begins broadcasting from its headquarters in
Washington, D.C. While still black programmed, BET is now owned by media
conglomerate Viacom.

PHOTO COURTESY OF
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Born in 1921 in New Haven,
Conn., Constance Baker
Motley died last year.

January 26:
1893

“Queen Bess,” Bessie Coleman, the nation’s first black female aviator, is bom in the small town of Atlanta,
Texas. Coleman was also the first African American (male or female) to earn an international pilot’s license.
Because of the racism and sexism in America, she had to travel to France to earn the license. She traveled the
U.S. encouraging other blacks to become pilots. Queen Bess died in plane accident in 1926.
1944

January 23:

Political activist Angela Davis is bom in Birmingham, Alabama. She was a brilliant
scholar and philosopher who made the FBI’s Ten Most Wanted list because of her
suspected involvement in the violent August 7, 1970 courthouse attempt to free
jailed black revolutionary initiate George Jackson. She was also associated with the
Black Panther Party. However, shortly after the 1968 assassination of Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr. she joined the Communist Party.

1821

Minister Lott Cary leaves the United States with a group of freed slaves to establish a colony on the West African
coast. In so doing, the group lays the foundation for the establishment of the nation of Liberia. Cary became act
ing governor of the settlement in August 1828 but died accidentally in November 1828. Nevertheless the colony
survived even though it had to fight off attacks from native Africans and slave traders. Liberia became an inde
pendent republic in 1847. Last year it elected its first female president.

1958

Grammy award winning songstress Anita Baker is bom on this day in Toledo,
Ohio. Baker was raised in Detroit.

1964

The 24th Amendment to the U.S. Constitution is ratified. It abolished the poll tax which had been used in many
Southern states to prevent blacks from voting. Interestingly, the Republican controlled legislature in Georgia last
year passed a voter identification law which many blacks are complaining is no more than a poll tax in disguise.

January 27:
PIJOTO COURTESY OF
BEYONDTHESELF.ORG

Angela Davis became a
tenured professor at the
University of California
Santa Cruz although then
governor and later U.S.
President Ronald Reagan
had vowed to block her
from teaching.

1976
Paul Robeson, perhaps the greatest combination of actor, singer, athlete, and polit

ical activist ever produced by black America, died on this day in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania. J

January 24:

1953

One of black America’s most gifted novelists, Ralph Ellison, wins the prestigious
National Book Award with his powerful novel “The Invisible Man.” The novel
helped him achieve international fame. The main character constantly escapes one
disaster after another. The disasters are brought on by a combination virulent racism
and the character’s own naivete. Ellison was bom in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
1961

1874

Opera diva Leontyne Price makes her debut at the Metropolitan Opera House in New York City.

is born Arturo Alfonso
Schomburg in Puerto Rico. After moving to New
York City in April 1891, he overtime becomes known
as the “Sherlock Holmes” of black history because of
his relentless digging for black historical truths and
accomplishments. Reportedly, his drive to discovery
black history was sparked by a 5th grade teacher who
told him “Black people have no history, no heroes, no
great moments.”
*
Arthur Schomburg

1885
PHOTO COURTESY OF NYPOST.COM

Arthur Schomburg eventu
ally collected over 10,000
volumes on black history in
America, the Caribbean
and Latin America. His col
lection became part of the
New York Public Library
system.

Martin R. Delaney (1812-1885) dies on this day in

Xenia, Ohio. Delaney was perhaps the leading black
nationalist of the 1800s. After fighting in the Civil
War to end slavery and becoming the first black field
officer in the U.S. Army, Delaney became disillu
sioned with America. He began to advocate black sep
aratism and/or a return to Africa. Although relatively
unknown today,
Delaney was also brilliant. Abraham Lincoln RIGHT: Martin Delaney was a
once told his secretary of war Edwin Stanton journalist and a physician who
wrote several books including one
about Delaney saying, “Do not fail to meet this detailing how ancient Egypt and
most extraordinary and intelligent black man.”
Ethiopia were the first great civi

1972
Mahalia Jackson, generally considered the greatest
PHOTO COURTESY OF SCC.RUTGERS.EDU

During his life Paul
Robeson not only
achieved a brilliant career
on stage and in early
movies but he was also an
ardent fighter for black
rights and socialist caus
es. As a result he was the
target of a massive gov
ernment campaign of dis
ruption and character
assassination.

lizations long before ancient
Greece.

1993

PHOTO COURTESY OF MEDALOFHON0R.COM

The first black U.S. Supreme Court Justice
Thurgood Marshall dies on this day in 1993. Unlike current justice Clarence Thomas, Marshall was a true pro
gressive and fighter for black rights having spent years with the NAACP Legal Defense Fund waging ongoing
battles with the legal estabjishment to protect and expand rights and opportunities for African Americans.

Trust

gospel singer that ever lived, dies of heart failure on
this day near Chicago (Evergreen Park) Illinois. She
was bom in New Orleans, Louisiana. After leaving
there, she settled in Chicago where she briefly studied
beauty culture under the nation’s first black millionaire
Madame C.J. Walker.

January 28:
1938
Crystal Byrd Fauset becomes the first black woman

elected to a state legislature when she wins a set in the
Pennsylvania House of Representatives.

PHOTO COURTESY OF AMERICASLIBRARY.GOV

Among Mahalia Jackson’s greatest and most frequently
requested songs were “Did It Rain,” “Joshua Fought
the Battle of Jericho,” “He’s Got the Whole World in
His Hands,” and “When the Saints Go Marching In.”

1944
Matthew Henson receives a medal from the U.S.

Congress for being co-discoverer of the North Pole
along with Robert Peary. The medal, however, came 35 years after the historic feat because Peary, a white man
and Henson’s boss, received all the credit for decades. However, the records show that Henson, leading a party
of four Inuits (Eskimos) actually reached the North Pole 45 minutes before Peary.
1989

After 62 years and numerous protests, the Colgate-Palmolive Company ends the sale of “Darkie Toothpaste.” The
toothpaste which was only sold in Asia was renamed “Darlie” and the Sambo-style character on the tube was
dropped.
Source: Robert N. Taylor Media Services
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